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The Heights has learned from many administrators, chairpersons, faculty, and
students in the university, that there is a
general dissatisfaction with the performance
of Dean of Arts and Sciences Thomas P.
O'Malley as an administrator.
The dissatisfaction seems to stem from six
major areas of theOean'sresponsibility which
have apparently been neglected. They are a)
the general day to day "detail" work which
any administrator must perform; b) a long
delay in appointing a search committeefor a
chairperson for the new Fine Arts department, and a general lack of organization and
planning for the new department; c) the
absence of any central, organized academic
advisement program At the time of his appointment to the deanship, O'Malley claimed
that the institution of such a program would
be one of his main objectives; d) his inability
to assume a leadership role on the
Educational Policy Committee, which has
rendered the body inaffective this year; c) a
hastily prepared and long overdue statement
to the University Academic Planning Council, which many feel lacked input from
various segments of the School of Arts and
Sciences; and f) a lack of input on the Newton
Task Force, which subsequently has been one
of the reasons why the distinctive undergraduate program at Newton will not get
off the ground by next September as was
originallyplanned.
'n interviews with over fifteen people in the
School of Arts and Sciences, a conscensus
opinion on O'Malley's performance as an administrator, can be summed up in a statement
from one department chairperson who said,
"He is not an administrator. Meetings are not
held. Letters are not answered. All the day to
day attention that must be paid to things does
not exist. A machine has to be kept oiled but
when the engineer is not functioning you
wonder what is going to happen."
The opinion of another faculty person is.
"There are things like vision, intelligence,
quickness, and the ability to be political,"
which .are important in a dean, and which
O'Malley has. However, he said, "O'Malley
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T.P. O'Malley, Dean of A&S.
is weak on attending to detail," which, "cuts
heavy. Most everything is late. The planning
document came out months after the
deadline." Such delays, he said, "have a way
of disrupting other segments of the university." This person feels that another weakness
of the O'Malley administration is that, "No
new programs seem to be happening in the
college. Over a period of time, this could be
fatal."
Robert Caravallano, Chairman of Physics,
said. "He is a nice guy, very convivial, but on
the work side he falls far behind schedule,
and let's important issues slide by."
Caravallano and at least two other faculty
people complained that meetings which
should be called by O'Malley, are never
called. The Board of Chairmen, which has
met once a month in the past, has met only
once this year. The faculty have not met at all
this year. Others reported that it is difficult
to get a quorum at such meeting, but so far,
nothing has been done to remedy the situation.
Michael Connolly, Chairmean of the Slavic
and Eastern Languates Department said, "I
think he is a very good dean...To my mind a
dean shouldn't be an administrator.His ideas
are sound, - they're imaginative. The good of
the college is always considered. There is still
a personal touch to the school." However,
Connolly said, "He has never had a reputation as an administrator.The big drawback is
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Prof. John Lewis, SOM
that he is inflexible and quick tempered. You
have to be diplomatic with him. If he gets
turned off on a department, that department
is in limbo forever. Fine arts bugged him and
he doesn't want to have anything to do with
them."
Another faculty person said, "His
weakness in this regard (attending to administrative detail work), is well known.
Everybody knew it and was afraid of it when
he was appointed, because of his track
record" as chairman of the theology department. The condition of his appointment," explained this faculty person, "was that he
would take on an administrative assistant
who would cover that kind of thing, (administrative work, but that has not worked."
Another department chairperson said, "The
same kinds of things that were going on in the
theology department are going on here."
O'Malley himselfrealizes that he has some
difficulties as an administrator. He said, "I
have a problem trying to maintain a balance
between talking with students" and doing administrative work. "I know students and I've
been reluctant to close my office to them. I
know fewer students now, but I still pride
myself on knowing a lot of students. It is a
major problem for me. I don't think that I
have it licked, but by licking it I don't think I
would be happy."
(continued on page 8)

Infirmary Director May Be Named
by Greg

Farrell

The Boston College Infirmary, which has
been without a full time administrative director for almost a year, should be getting one
within the next two weeks. According to
James P. Mclntyre, Vice President of Student Affiars, and the person in charge of finding a new director, "we're right on the
threshold of naming someone at this time. We
just want to make sure we have the right person for the job."
Both Mclntyre and Weston (Sandy) Jenks.
director of University counseling services and
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.lames Mclntyre, Vice President for Student
Affairs.

interim administrator of the infirmary, feel
that the negotiations going on to find a director are now in the critical stages. The names
of people being considered has narrowed
down from twenty-six to four, two men and
two women.
A search committee made up of students
faculty administration, and alumni was set up
in July of last year for the purpose of finding
qualified people interested in the job of Infirmary director here at BC. Ads were placed in
American Medical Association journals and
the New York Times in the hope of finding
prospective candidates for the job. The committee was disbanded two months ago by
Mclntyre after it had submitted a list of
names and complete resumes to his office.
According to Dr. Mclntyre, all those being
considered for the job at this time are medical
doctors. However, if a decision hasn't been
made by June 30th on a MD. he feels that he
will have to look toward a non-medicaldirector to fill the administrative role. "We can't
seek a medical doctor indefinitely." After
June 30th, a different kind of an arrangment
will have to be made. A full time director
must be at the Infirmary be the beginning of
next semester." However, Dr. Mclntyre
stated that he was "firmly committeed" to
getting a medical doctor to assume the role of
director, although he realizes many doctors
would be reluctant to leave private practice
for financial reasons.
Applicants for the job did not actually beat

a path to BC's door. "It takes a unique type
of person to take on this job", stated Mclntyre, For most doctors, it entails a complete
shift in career paths. We are looking for
someone who is interested in the college
students and is willing to work with them."
Both Jenks and Mclntyre feel that the Infirmary has been run fairly smoothly this
year, considering there was no formal director.According to Jenks, "Dr. Donovan, who is
the interim medical director of the Infirmary,
and myself have worked together for many
years, so it is not as though we were strangers.
There were no unusual problems facing us
this year that we hadn't faced in the past."
Dr. Mclntyre agrees that the Infirmary is
operating smoothly right now. However, he
feels that as long as there is no permanent
director, the Infirmary is in a stage of
"suspended animation" and therefore nothing
permanent can be implanted.
Both Mclntyre and Jenks share the common hope that the inpatient and outpatient
clinics will someday be combined. According
to Jenks, "What we'd need fo.r that, would be
a great deal of capital outlay which we don't
have at this time."
Mclntyre has stated that the new director
would have practically a free hand in regard
to any constructive changes at the Infirmary.
The new director will be oriented as to the
workings and needs of the University community. He then will be able to work freely
from there.

Andrea Lichota

The UAPC recommendation that SOM
reorganize its internal division of seven
departments into fewer and more efficient units will not be acted upon, if at all, until June
of 1976.
An unidentified source stated that there is
uncertainty whether this change will be implemented. The orginal goal of restructuring
SOM was productivity, to get the SOM
department heads to teach a full load.
However, the institution of another UAPC
goal applying to all schools of the university,
for the 1976-77 academicyear, has weakened
the rational for SOM reorganization. This
univeristy-wide goal stipulates that all regular
full-time faculty teach a 3/3 workload.
Reduction of this workload is justified only
by "current research projects, scholarly
endeavors, or extraordinary teaching
obligations."
The source also stated that the second
rationale that the restructuring of
departments would bring about more
cooperation and be more conducive to interdisciplinary work, was also weak.
Approval of this recommendation will not
.ome from the Board of Trustees since no
budgetary changes are involved. Final word
of its implementation will come after a consulation between Dean Kellley and the univeristy administration. The source stated
that Dr. Francis Campanella, BC vicepresident, does not feel strongly about this
goal, since he had tried unsuccessfully, to institute it four years ago and is aware of the
negative reaction it caused.
Those memebers of the SOM faculty who
have been interviewed by the Heights supported the present departmental system and
considered administrative changes as an internal matter.
Michael W. Rubin, "assistant professor of
Computer Sciences advocatesthe departmental system and sees its as responsible for the
high job placement of SOM graduates. He
stated, "There are certain managerial functions and when a business comes to look for
students for jobs, that we have a finance major or computer science major, they feel comfortable in thejr selection process." He also
stated that "the scholarly work" such as journals, justify" The departmental system as
"logical and serves (its) function." In addition, he stated, the "quality of the school has
been increased greatly and that cost cutting
should be well advised. Each division should
have some latitude in deciding cost cuts."
Dr. Dalmer Fisher, Associate Professor of
Organizational Studies, advocates the
departmental system on the basis of maintaining moraleand the quality of the different
fields of management. He stated, "It helps
the professional development of individuals
on the faculty, so that we pay attention to a
small, balanced field of people."
Fisher sited the possible effects this change
might have on the school's accredidation,
stating, "It would be pretty sad to me if we
started losing resources just because we've
(Continued on page 18)
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NEWSBRIEFS
Monday April

14th

Archibald MacLeish reads his
bicentennial commissioned poem

spm,

PULSE meeting,
McElrov
114.
WSI meeting, 6:3opm, Higgins 266.
Nursing Lecture, 7pm, McElroy
114.
Dept. of Fine Arts presents
"Pioneers of Modern Painting,"
7pm, Higgins 304.
BTP Elections, Bpm, Cusing I.

Tuesday, April

"Night watch in the cfty of Boston."

David McCord also reading. Exhibit opening: Boston - A State of
mind.
Commuters Comm. sponsoring a
Membership Social - Raids, Riots
and Orgies, 3-6pm. Murray Houses.
Karate Club meeting, 4pm. Resident Student I«oun£e
History Dept. Film fvlein Kampf, 4
& 7 pm, McGuinn Aud.
Medel Club meeting, 4:3opm,
Higgins 523.
Poli Sci Student Representative
Election, McElroy Foyer.
Chaplains presents Jack Thomas,
World Hunger, 7:30 pm, Fulton
412.
Union Latina meeting, Bpm,
Higgins 304.
Homophile meeting, 8 pm,
McGuinn 117.
LectureLoyola
Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr.. Bpm. Roberts
Center.
APO presents Frontier of
Consciousness Series, Bpm, Resident. Student Lounge.
Dr. Barryl Payn speaks on Hypnosis, ESP, Biofeedback and

15th

Commuters Committee sponsoring
a Heights Review of Journalism
Form: What they do, How they do
it and How you can do it too, 4 pm,
Murray House.
History Dept. Film Mem Kampf, 4
& 7pm, McGuinn Aud.
WSI meeting, 6:3opm, Higgins 266.
Campus Crusade for Christ, 7pm,
Carney 3, 7 & 9, 106.
A&S Honors Lecture by Paul
Carter, 7:3opm, Murray
Conference Room.
There will be an Outing Club
meeting on Tuesday. April 15th, in
McElroy 114. at 5 o'clock. The Bike
Hike to Concord will be discussed
for April 19th.

.

Wednesday, April

.

Psychoenergetics.

16th

Wednesday, April 16 at 7pm on

Thursday, April

WZBC 90.3 FM -Profile: Media
75 - guest is Boston Globe sportswriter Peter Gammons.
Final elections today for SOM students. All freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors are eligible to vote.
Boston Public Library - official
opening of literary Boston; Bpm

17th

17, at Bpm in McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
Attention Arts and Sciences
Seniors: Tickets and Invitations for
the Undergraduate Baccalaureate
&Commencement Ceremonies will
be available in Gasson 105 starting
Thursday. April 17, 1975.
UGBC Food Comm. meeting, 4pm,
McElroy 114.
History Dept. Film 4 & 7 pm,
Murray Conference room.
Stylus meeting, 7:30 pm, McGuinn
sth.
Education Skits, Bpm, Campion
Aud.
Frank Arcaio presents Harold
pinters' "Old Times", Bpm
O'Connell.
Italian Academy - "Machbelli in
Action", Bpm. Higgins 307.

Friday, April 18
The People, The Cause, The
Promise, channel 7 Bpm, narrated
by Prof. Thomas O'Connor and
Prof. Alan Rogers of BC History

dept.
Bicentennial Candlelight Ceremony
in Old North Church commemorating Paul Reveres ride on
this nite 200 years ago.
Lecture by Peppino Brtokva. 12
noon, Murray Conference Room.
Divine Lite Mission meeting, 7pm.
Devlin 008.
Medel Club Dinner, 7pm.
Philomatheia Hall.
Him lioara presents A Heart is a
Lonely Hunter, 7&9pm, McGuinn

Aud."

3:00 Carney 202 Prof. Richard M.
Brown. College of William and
Mary, topic: "Lexington, Concord
and Bunker Hill: Social Structure
and the Revolution."
Poet Michael Lally will be reading
from his poems on Thursday, April

JSA Service, Bpm, McGuinn 3.
Social Comm. presents
BB King
in Concert, Bpm, Roberts Center.
Frank Arcaio presents Harold
Pinter's Old Times, Bpm,
O'Connell.

Peace and War Conference
Congressman Les Aspin's address
on Thursday night (see last week's
Heights) further explored the issues
he raised in a panel discussion,
"Establishing Security Needs", Friday night. Participants included,
Barry Schneider, a Center for
Defense Information researcher.
Randy Forsberg formerly with
Stockholm International Peach

By Maureen Scott

The weekend of April 3,4,&5 the
Boston College program for the
study of Peace and War, the
Humanities series, American
Friends Service Committee, and
Clergy and Laity Concerned sponsored a conference on Alternatives
to the Military-Corporate System".
The conference beginning with
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Research Institute, and David Gil,
Professor of Social Policy, Brandeis
Univ. with Donald Hafner
Professor of Political Science, BC,
acting as moderator.
Schneider, the first speaker,
focused on Congress, Pentagon, and
the defense budget, describing the
various attitudes. Congresspersons
are unwilling to substitute their
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LAST TWO WEEKS FOR
PHOTO SITTINGS

FREE BICYCLE!

On the day of your sitting you will receive a number which makes
you eligible to win a brand new 10 speed bike.
Drawing to be held April 26
?-

19th

President Gerald Ford speaks at annual Concord Festivitiesminutemen parade, reenactment of
battle, etc.
BTP/Parents Weekend, Ipm,
McGuinn Aud.
Film Board presents A Heart is a
Lonely Hunter, 7&9pm, McGuinn
Aud.
Frank Arcaro presents Harold
Pinter's Old Times, BPM,
O'Connell.

Sunday April 20th
Young Republicans, 10am, Cushing
001.
Gold Key Day, I lam. Shea Field.
Scuba Club meeting, 4 pm, Murray
Conference Room.
O'Connell Film Freaks presents To
Be Young, Gifted and Black, 7pm,
O'Connell.
Film Board presents A Heart is a
Lonely Hunter, 7&9pm, McGuinn
Aud.

Announcements
1975-6 Financial Aid Applications
were due on March 1 and will now
be accepted only on a late basis.
Notarized copies of 1974 federal tax
returns are due April 30th.
1975-6 Basic Opportunity Grant
Applications are now available in
the Financial Aid Office and may be
picked up by an interested undergraduate student in the Class of
'77, '78 or '79. All students in these
three classes who are applying for
any type of federal aid (National
Direct Sutdent Loan, College
Work-Study, (Supplemental)
Educational Opportunity Grant,
Nursing Scholarship and Nursing

Grant also. The Student Eligibility
Report (SER) which the government sends to the student after the
application is processed must be
returned in all cases to the Financial
Aid Office by June 1, 1975 or no
other federal aid will be processed.
Students interested in obtaining a
Guaranteed Insured Student Loan
(HELP Loan) are urged to begin the
application process now at your local
banks. Boston College Financial Aid
Applications must also be filed in
such cases. If the adjusted family income is greater than $15,000, a PCS
must be filed as well.
Exhibits: This WeekGasson Rotunda- "A Pictoral
History of Boston College, Past,
Present and Future."
Bapst Library: The Revolution
Around Boston: A Collection of
Americana.
Campion Hall: Children's Literature
Play It Again, Uncle Sam presented
by School of Ed, 75.
An Anniversary Mass for Father
Brendan Connolly, S.J. will be
celebrated at noon on Tuesday,
April 22, in St. Mary's Chapel. The
library staff invites the university
community to particpate in
remembering Father and all his contributions to Boston College.
Tickets are available in McElroy
Ticket Booth for the following:
B B King concert, Maria Muldaur
concert. Expo Vino and all Senior
Week Activities.
Foreign Students and their families
are invited to be the guests of the
Lexington Rotary Club for dinner
Monday, Mary 5, 7-9pm. For reservations and details come to Foreign
Sutdnet Office or call World Affiar
Council: 267-6674

judgement for the hard-sell pentagon argument. While the Pentagon mistrusts Congress, perhaps

justifiably so."
Forsberg, speaking from her experience with the peaceresearch institute explained their study as "an
attempt to establish a minimum
military budget. The foreign policy
aspect of our defense doesn't make
much sense." Forsberg illustrated
step by step, the cutbacks her group
had recommended. "We subsidize
V2-I/3 of Western Europe's
defense." The study reduced 16
divisions to 6.
The final speaker, Gil reacted to
the issue by questioning basic
assumptions of defense; "Why do
we have to defend ourselves and
from whom. .We are presented
with the rational "it is within our
national interest." He advised the
audience "Defense is something not
to be left to the experts. .It is a
commitment to the notion I am
better than thou and you have to ask
yourself whether you want to be
committed to this idea."
Saturday involved a full day's activities beginning in the morning
with a panel on"the Impact of
Military Expenditure on the Present
Economic Crisis", followed by
workshops, a break, and more discussion on issues; "Economic
Conversion", "Defending Values
without Violence".
Seymour Melman, Professor
Columbis Univ., Barry Bluestone,
Prof. Economics BC, and George
Somnaripa CP/PAX, Boston with
Mary Anderson, from Harvard
Inst, for Internatl. Development introducing the panel presented their
views on military expenditures' impact on the economy.
Melman described "unexplainable contradictions" in our
economy between "public expenditure and large scale military spending." Drawing a contrast between
military and civilian industry he
cited the example of the- C-5 and
Boeing 707. with a 2-1 price

.

differential (C-5 being the more expensive) "The American illusion of
'guns and butter', or that war brings
a better economy is false. .and
there will be no exit from the present recession without a termination
of the military flow."
Bluestone concentrating on the
unemployment, and recent layoffs,
said "unions, workers, and corporations are going to fight like hell
for those military contracts now."
He advised, "we must be prepared
to deal with the issue of jobs, labor
markets, discrimination, etc. .it
must be in the forefront of our
analysis."
Highlights of the afternoon panel
were John Leask's speech President
of Engineering Dynamics Corporation, he said, "we have to think very
creatively about public service projects. .don't worry about turning
an aerospace firm into a public service firm because a dinosaur can't
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Education Skits, BPM, Campion
Aud.

fly."
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Other membersof the"Economic
Conversion" panel were, John
Ullman, Prot. Management,
Hofstra U. and Pat Dutcher who introduced the panel from Harvard
Divinity School.
The last and most well attended
panel was "Defending Values
Without Violence;;. The speakers
were Gene Sharp, Harvard Univ.
Professor and author of"The
Politics of Nonviolent Action", and
Andrea Dworkin, author of
"Women Hating", Susan Murcotte
of CALC introduced the panel.
Sharp proposed "It is possible to
take non-violent tactics and study
them in the same capacity that we
study military weapons." While
Dworkin described a much broader
definition of violence, "If anyone is
capable of bringing about nonviolent action it's women."
Organizers Jan Singer and David
Toscano both said they were pleased
with the conference proceedings,
and "felt it to be an opportunity for
respected
to challenge
assumptions."
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BC

Historians Narrate TV Special

by Mary Klingler

'

Or Friday. April 18 "The People,

the i .. ise, and the Promise", a
television program narrated by
Prof. Thomas O'Connor and Prof.
Alan Rogers from the BC history
department will be shown on
Channel 7 at 8 pm.
Taped on March 11. the hourlong show depcits five historians
role-playing as they sit around the
dinner table 24 hours after the battle
of Lexington and Concord and try
to reconstruct the day's events.
The taping, from which segments
will be taken for the TV show lasted
two hours. During this time an eight
course colonial-dinner catered by
Dunfey's was served. The menu included Oxtail soup, salad, roast
pheasant, wild rice and wine. It was
served by a waiter and waitress in
colorful colonial costume. Codirector Doug Ballin of Channel 7
felt the five historians "had a blast"
and said the footage came off "very
well." Rogers was "particularly
good" - he really has the liberty or
death phrases down pat."
The rough format was worked out
before the taping but the conversation was all ad-lib.
Other historians who particpated
included destine Anderson from
Tufts, Martin Sandler who has
written historical texts and lectures
at various universities, and
Marybeth Norton, Assistant
Professor at Cornell.
Although the historians remained
in modern day dress, they roleplayed different people of the times.
O'Connor moderated the group by
playing a merchant who had been
out of the country and is trying to
find out what happened in his
absence. Rogers was a radical who
had particiapted in the events at
Concord. Norton played a loyalist
whose sympathies lay with the

interest are scheduled.

British, and Anderson was a Black

woman caught in the upheaval.
The program will consist of six
segments. Each segment includes
both dinner table discussion and a
dissolve into a narrated segment of
film shot by Channel 7 around Lexington and Concord which depicts
the event as it actually did happen.
In all. the cast numbers 1,000
many of whom are members of the
British 10th Regiment and preexisting militia units from

,

The week of April 22-25 has been
designated as Spring Unibrution

Week and spring Fest will be held
on April 23. Bicentennial festivities
will include a fife and drum corp
and colonial costumes will be worn.
On Satruday. Arpil 26 UGBC sponsors an all-day bus tour to Concord
and Lexington. A box lunch and
tours conducted by Concord Tourist
Center will be included.

Charlestown, Chelmsford, Redfrod,
etc. All of the program's cast, except for Channel 7 narrator Ted
O'Brien are amateurs.

Prof. Buni's History of Boston
class has a "Pictorial History of
Boston College" exhibit on display
The highlight of the film in Gasson rotunda. The project was
Laurie Long.
segments is an 11 Vi minute exact headed by
recreation of the entire battle on
Prof. Richard M. Brown, a lecConcord Bridge. The hanging of the
turer from William and Mary will
lanterns in Old North Church and speak
on "Lexington, Concord and
Paul Rever's ride and capture are
Bunker Hill: Social Structure and
also depcited in the films.
the Revolution." It will be held in
As to how Rogers and O'Connor
202 at 3 pm.
Campion
were selected, Coproducer Ballin
said BC was a natural consideration
In Bapst there is an exhibit
for him as one of Boston's large unarranged by Ms. Jaffee of the
iversities and that some other unlibrary staff, entitled "The Revoluiversity historians were reluctant tion Around Boston: A Collection
because, as Ballin puts it,"it takes a of Americana."
certain type of really extroverted inFinally, next week the student
dividual."
Rogers felt it was "very en- counterpart to the Alumnae
joyable." He told the Heights that Founder's Day awards will be given
"historians, although they tend to by BC coordinators Paul Salmone
deny it, argue from varying perspec- and Art Carlock.
tives. There's a dynamic which
operates within the group which
helps you overcome any tonguetiedness."
O'Connor, commenting about the
experience said it was "terrific" and
was pleased that "Channel 7 took a By Caren Connelly
The University Academic Senate
very enlightened view of it and they
weren't tyring to run a circus."
final elections were held April 10th
Regarding the bicentennial events and 1 Ith with an 18 percent student
in general, much has been going on turnout. The candidates receiving
and during the next two and a half the four highest number of votes in
weeks several events of particular their respective schools were: Su-

By Linda

Perreault

Many changes will be made in
housing next semester, on campus
as well as off. Most of the changes
off campus in University dormitories will be in Cleveland Circle,
on Chestnut Hill Aye. and
Sutherland Road. The on campus
changes will include a "quiet dorm,'
and a
dorm."
Two leases, which are due to expire in June of this year, for 374
Chestnut Hill Aye. and 2
Sutherland Rd., will not be
renewed. The decision was a result
of an agreement between Boston
College and the City of Boston's
Zoning Board. Boston College
agreed to let the leases run out
without renewal because they did
not have the proper dormitory
licensing. 370 Chestnut Hill Aye.

UAS Election Returns
UAS Election Returns
1) Sue Santos
A&S 621
2) Thomas Donnelly SOM 393
3) Elizabeth Melville SON 284
4) Katherine Norris
ED 210
5) Frank Marinelli
494
6) Wen Huwa Ho
472
7) Timothy Ryan
424
8) Art Carlock
386
9) Tom Lynch
360
10) Joyce Krementz
349
11) Sue-dishing
321
12) Joe D'Onofrio
291
13) Mark McKenney
273
14) Mark Dorman
271
15) Melanie Peters
268

and 6 Sutherland Rd., however,
have one more year on each of their
leases. According to Kevin Duffey,
the Director of Housing. Boston
College "does not plan to renew any
leases" on property not owned by
the University. These apartments
will be returning to separate living
units for the City of Boston. All
housing facilities on South Street as
well as 210 Chestnut Hill Aye. are
owned by BC and therefore, will remain unchanged.
There will also be changes oncampus next semester. Welch Hall,
located between Roncalli and
Williams, will become co-ed. The
bottom floor will remain male,
while the top two floors will become
female. Clavier Hall, on upper campus, will be a "study", or quiet
dorm, instead of Kostka. as

Deadline to Nominate
yourself for position
managing, associate, news
or sports editor is April 22.
Elections will be the 23rd.

previously proposed. Shaw House,
near the townhouses, has been given
over to the A&S Honors program,
to be used not only as a residence,
but as a guest house for visiting
faculty, and for seminar groups.
Greycliff Hall (2051 Commonwealth Aye.) will become a
language house next semester, for
French and Spanish students. Its
bottom floor will be male, and top
two will be for female resident.
Newton College is also included
in the changes for next fall. This
year, its 423 student population was
made up of Newton College upperclass(women), and BC freshmen.
Next semester there will be 400
females and 335 males, a total of
735, living at the Newton campus.
The Quanset Hut on Newton campus will be used for intramurals for
Newton College residents, and will
be supervised by a full-time resident
assistant, who will be the coordinatorof activities.
The Reservoir apartments, which
are expected to be open to students
at 12 noon on Sept. 6, will open up
796 places for students next fall.
"We are pushing full speed ahead
for total occupancy," commented
Duffey. "We will do what ever is
necessary to have the buildings open
on time. At present, we don't anticipate any problems," Duffy continued.
Next fall there will be a total of
4820 BC student residents, and of
the incoming class of transfers and
freshmen, 53 percent will be female,
and 47 percent male.

16) Peter Dusseault
17) Christopher Leber
18) Jim Paolino
19) John Mondujano
20) Brian Broggi
21) Roderick Crocker
22) Lawrence Ryan
23) Bruce Lint'
24) Mark Rosenthal
25) William Pfau
26) James Carpenito
27) William Boulanger
28) Christopher,Danis
29) Paul Thomas
30) Kevin Bannon

v

262
213
211
210
207
204
202
160
154
135
113
110
104
87
15

The first 14people in the UAS election have won seats.

EPC Finals
1) Dan Malloy
2) Sue Santos

503
438

3) Tom Lynch
365
4) Mary Ann Novakoski 299

All four EPC finalists have won
seats.

UAS Elections

Only 18% Vote in

Language & Quiet Dormitories
To Be instituted for Next Fall

3
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suan Santos (A&S), Elizabeth
Melville (Nursing), Tom Donnelly
(SOM), and Karen Norris
(Education). Karen Norris ran unopposed and was a write-in candidate.
Education Policy Committee
elections were also held and four
candidates ran unopposed for the
four positions. They finished in the
following order with 99 write-ins;
Dan Malloy, Susan Santos, Tom
Lynch and Mary Ann Navakoski.
The number of students sent to
the UAS next year hinges on the
Board of Trustees acceptance or rejectance of the proposed Constitution. Its Academic Committee has
not yet reported. If it is accepted
then there will only be 7 student
representatives, with a corresponding reduction of faculty and administrators. If rejected, there will
be 14. The order of the first 14 candidates is as follows: Sue Santos,
Tom Donnelly, Elizabeth Melville,
Katherine Norris, Frank Marinelli,
Wen Huwa Ho, Timothy Ryan, Art
Carlock, Tom Lynch,: Joyce
Krementz, Sue Cushing, Joe
D'Onofrio, Mark McKenney, and
Mark Dorman.
Regarding the Trustees inaction
UGBC Pres. Duane Deskins said,
"Yes it bothers me. .I'm afraid
they don't view the UAS as a
meaningful body." The trustees
have not considered the UAS
proposal because they were discussing the University Academic Policy
Committee. Deskins said that
UAPC Report did not mention the
UAS, and "If UAPC ignores the
UAS that's really something."
The Trustees decision about the
referendum is apparently still unknown. President Monan said, "I
really can't speak for them. .(and)
I'm not sure which way they'll go."
Vice-President Campanella said, "I
don't have the slightest idea. .(and)
I wouldn't hazard a guess." As to
what he would prefer them to do
Campanella said, "I'm of a mixed
mind, I just don't know."
Father Monan said, "1 certainly
think that one way or another the
UAS will be an effective
organization," but he prefered not

.

..

.

to comment on his size preference.

There were many opinions concerning the effectiveness of the
UAS. President Duane Deskins
feels that it ". .has the greatest
potential of any organization involving students, but the initiative of
students has often been hampered
because of mutual fear on the part
of students and faculty/administration.
Former Senator Wayne Davies
does not feel that the Senate is
declining nor does he agree that its
"a do nothing body." On the contrary, "it serves a great chance for
students, faculty andadministrators
to input their views to the University;". \u25a0

?

Another former Senator, Bob

disagrees and feels that
"UAS can't do too much." Admitting that he was something of a
maverick on UAS he stated, "The
University is not a democracy," and
questioned whether the UAS could
change that.
Peterson,

Sue Santos, A&S 76, who was
just re-elected feels "If the Constitution is approved by the Trustees
UAS has its biggest chance ever to
do something."
Deskins finished by saying, "Its
to the credit of the students that
they keep trying, if they stop trying
we've all settled back to being

sheep."

Important
General
Meeting
for all Heights
staff members

Thursday, 7pm
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Food Alliance Seeks Student & University Involvement
By

Ann

according to Fr.
James Htilpin. BC Chaplain and
one of the founders of the Alliance,
in addition to sponsoring observances at Boston College, the
Alliance is helping to form a coalition of Eastern colleges and universities involved in the anti-hunger
movement. The NorthEast Hunger
Action Alliances has 43 schools in
its membership. According to
Halpin. the Coalition is in the
process o\' forming a philosophy and
deciding upon the focus of its activities. Halpin said "The intent is
going to be political The causes of
'A >;id Hunger,

Barry

National Food Week observances
at Boston College will feature
speakers Jack Thomas of the Boston
Globe. Sen. Richard Clark (D.Iowa) and anti-hunger activist Kay
Doherty. President Donald Monan
and UGBC President Duane
Deskins will issue proclamations
designating Thursday as Food Day
at BC.
By sponsoring speakers and panel
discussions, the Boston College
Hunger Action Alliance hopes to
arouse an awareness of the causes
and solutions to the problems of
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hunger are p o Ii u c a I, in my
opinion."
In describing the goals of Food
Week event, Halpin explained "The
first step is making people aware of
the causes of world hunger. There is
enough food to go around. The
question is who owns the food?"
The speakers and panelists in discussions will address the issues
behind world hunger. Thomas of the
Globe has travelled extensively in
affected areas, and calls hunger
"The Ultimate Crisis." Sen. Clark
has worked for solutions to the
problem in Congress, where according to Halpin, "Ford has just sat
on the bills." He will explain "The
politics of World Hunger" Thursday afternoon on the dustbowl.
Following his speech and President
Monan's proclamations, dramatic
and musical presentations of the
problem will be offered.
Key Doherty. of Braintree will
tell "What a Woman Can Do"

Classifieds

ITo David and David: Redskins are the

The Patriots stink. Love. Sheryl.
Ciina. and Cindy.
greatest.

COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE: Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo
Components to Students at lowest prices. Hi
commission. NO Investment required. Serious
Inquiries ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS.
INC. 20 Passaic Aye.. Fairfield. New Jersey.
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Address envelopes at home. $800 per month.
possible. Offer-details, send $.50 (refundable)
to Triple S. 699 Highway 138. Pinion Hills.
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Thursday afternoon, as she
describes her success in raising over
$98,000 for a farm cooperative in
Mississippi which had lost federal
support funds. She raised the money
by organizing "Walks for Hunger."
A major concern of the BC
Alliance is to involve the university
as well as students. Faculty and
schools have been invited to
organize panel discussion. Prof.
George Goldsmith of the Physics
Department will lead a group that
will explore "Agribusiness and
Ecology." The School of Nursing
will present nutrition issues. The BC
Food Cooperative will describe the
cooperative as "an alternative to
consumerism."
The BC Alliance wili also be supporting events sponsored by other
groups. They are attempting to find
sponsors for six Boston College
runners in the Boston Marathon on
April 21. Sponsors would donate
funds to the Alliance to be sent for
hunger relief. The athletes are Fr.
David Gill of the Classics Department, graduate students Will
Rogers, Bill Chern and Bob
Mitchell and undergraduates Tom
Raskopf and Mike McKenna.
The Fulton Debate Society of BC
will debate students from Tufts
University on the question of
solutions to world hunger. The
debate will be presented Thursday
morning at Tufts and at BC in the
evening.
The Hunger Action Alliance will

also support a walk for Hunger
sponsored by the Paullist/Center at
the Boston Common on Sunday
April 20.
Fr. Halpin told the Heights that
the Alliance at BC and the
Northeast Coalition would provide
an opportunity to establish a continuing effort against world hunger.
The BC group has 20-30 active
members who have been attending
weekly meetings since the beginning
of the school year. They have been
doing research in committeeson the
facts of the issue such as political
consciousness, the causes of world
hunger and political solutions. A
day of fast sponsored by the
Alliance in November yielded $5,-000 which was turned over to the
OxFam Relief fund which is aiding
the Sudan.
The Northeast Alliance he said,
would provide greater strength and
cohesiveness to individual schools'
efforts. "It's basically a political
problem. Multinational corporations have a lot to do with it."
After the coalition has solidified
itself, he said they would like "tobring in the mass media." Funding
would come to the group, he
thought, from foundations. He also
said that UGBC had expressed
enthusiasm about the group on campus.
Halpin said that he would like "to
sel up academic courses on this subject," and would perhaps be able to
do so next year.

Salary Study Not Complete
Despite 2Month Extension
Don O'Clair
thorough study on salary
ranges at BC being prepared by
Robert H. Hayes & Associates, a
Chicago consulting firm, did not
meet a revised March I deadline
after missing the original January I
deadline. According to BC Executive VP Frank Campanella, all
of the work in classifying positions
is complete-and overall about "90
percent of the work is in."
The March 1 deadline would have
proved beneficial to BC, as the
report could have been used for
BC's annual salary review which
begins in. March. (See Heights. Jan,
27, 1975). Campanellaexplainedthe
delay to the Heights by noting that a
lot of time was lost over the Christmas vacation. He said that as a
result, in Mid-Feb. it became a decision of rushing the study to a conclusion or to proceed in a more
thorough and slower manner. BC
officials opted for the latter course,
since this type of study is not onr
which is repeated and will be used
indefinitely, being kept current by
the personnel director as job responsibilities change and reorganizations occur. When asked by
the Heights if BC was not disappointed by not having the study in
time for the March salary reviews,
Campanella said "It would have
been nice to have, but this is how it's
By

A

Saves2s !!!!!
Drop off
your

registration

material

been done since 1863."
The Hayes firm has been doing
salary range studies at universities
such as Princeton, Cornell and MIT
for the past four years. Boston
College officials and representatives
of the Hayes firm first met late last
August and the actual work on the
project began with the distribution
of questionnaires last Ouober. The
second phase was
the
"benchmarking", which is assigning
point values to 32 typical jobs, taking note of their entry
qualifications, responsibilities and
budgets. Next, four function committees reviewed all salaried administrator jobs (excluding faculty,
secretarial, clerical and union jobs)
and assigned them to particular
benchmark categories.
At the current time, Campanella
explained that "We're in the process
of making minor adjustments and
assigning dollar values to each point
value." The study should be useful
to Boston College in several ways.
BC's Affirmative Action program
could use the study to eliminate any
salary discrimination situations.
Furthermore, any Boston College
administrator would have access to
the range of salaries in his area and
by visiting with the personnel director could plan a logical career path
by noting the clearer job descriptions and salary ranges.
Campanella said that he could
not tell the Heights offhand the
costs of the study. Regarding the
fees paid to the Hayes firm,
however, he said "It's not a tremendous amount of money." He explained that there did existreal costs
in terms of BC people helping with
the study, eg. working on the
benchmark committees, on their BC
time, but he declined detailed comment on the financial cost.
Ms. Diane Kershaw, Asst. Director of Personnel, who workedclosely with the Hayes firm said that the
study would be complete in about
one month.
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PBC Theme Is Economic Independence
By Paul Hogan

April 19th will mark the 200th
Anniversary of the Battle of Lexington and Concord and the outbreak of the American Revolution.
The People's Bicentennial Commission, an organizationformed 3'/:
years ago, is planning a gathering at
the Concord Bridge, during the
morning of the 19th, to commemorate the event. The theme of
the occasion will be the economic
inequality in America today.
PBC spokesman. Randy Barber
told the Heights that his organization believes "every country, every
people, need to understand their
own history, and need to identify
with it. He emphasised the need for
Americans to remember that "the
American Revolution was a social,
political and economic movement,
with democrats and aristocrats involved who were interested in placing power in people," in other words

"placing popular democratic conbe an "All Night Town Meeting,"
trol over political institutions."
and will include dramatic and
The PBC "encourages the musical events as well as speeches.
American people to contrast the
Singers Arlo Guthrie, Pete
values of the American Revolution Seeger, Phil Oakes and Holly Neer
to the problems of today."
will be some of the celebrities on
Barber pointed to the findings of hand. At 7:00, a rally for economic
the Senate anti-Trust Committee in democracy will be held and people
1973. Two thirds of all the assets of will be asked to sign a "Economic
this country are concentrated in the Declaration of Independence."
Also, a call for the convening of a
hands of 200 corporations, 1 percent
of the nation's population own 70 new Continental Congress to meet
percent of the nation's stock. Barber in Washington around Thanksgivstated that we must realize that coring will occur. The proposed
porations have become the Congress will consist of delegates
"monarchsof the day"and that "we who represent a broad amount of
have to declare independence from groups and Peoples, members from
Labor, Women's groups; religious
them (corporations) and take control of the economic institutions of leaders. Third world groups, comthis country. Barber stated, "we munities, etc., and will attempt to
need a new American Revolution implement an alternative to corthat would extend democratic prinporate controll of economic and
ciples to political institutions, as political institutions.
was done 200 years ago."
Midnight caravans will be
The celebration on April 19th will organized around the Northeast and
will converge at Concord, in the early hours, to organize protests
against Wall Street.
A caravan to Concord will start
here at BC, from a position to be
announced, and unite with a Newton caravan at Newton North High
School.
Those intending to participate are
warned by Barber to bring raingear,
food, warm clothingand a thermous
of hot beverage and another of
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Law School Given Priority
and Reservoir dormitoriesnext year.
By Mary Ann Murphy
Plans regarding the implementaAnother tentative objective is to
tion of the St. Thomas More convert the remainder of the
Library next year will not be building into an Academic Student
definitive until the BC Law School Union of sorts, offering typing
is permanently established at the rooms, musical practice areas, and a
Newton Campus in September, cafeteria among other services.
1975, according to Dr. John
These proposals, however, cannot
McGuire, Dean of Admissions and
be
put into effect until the first
member of the Implementation
Subcommittee, responsible for the phase of the Subcommittee's work
is complete - that of the successful
day-to-day decisions involved in the
move of the Law School and is
move to Newton.
further contingent on the activities
Apparently, most efforts to put
of the Distinctive Undergraduate
into effect Newton Task Force
Programs Committee headed by
recommendations concerning the
Dr. Paul Doherty, Chairman of the
use of the building are being held up English Department,
which will
until the Law School priority is determine the specific organizations
completed.
that will go to Newton, providing
Those recommendations include
for re-distribution of
space
establishing a center at the Library
at BC.
departments
Arts,
for the Fine Arts, Studio
Although the Studio Arts departSpeech and Communications,
Theatre, and Film Study ment will remain at Newton until
departments, as well 'as utilizing its Fall Semester, 1976, some offices
existing stack spaces to take much should be in place at the St. Thomas
of the pressure off Bapst, located on More Library as of next September.
However, said McGuire, the
Middle Campus.
The St. Thomas More facilities primary concern of the Implemenshould be well-suited to accomtation Subcommittee is to
modate the approximately 2000 "immediately expand settling
students expected to reside in the capacities for libraries on the Chestnut Hill Campus."

-
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timates which indicate that 100,000
will participate. Caravans are urged
to start out early, and participants
be prepared to walk some one to
two and a half miles to reach the
Concord bridge.
A leaflet explaining the celebration and a map outlining the route
to Concord will be distributed on
campus this week.
The celebration will last some
seven hours, till 8:30, and the PBC
asks as many people as possible to
come out and make a statement.

The PBC expects around 30,000
to participate, but there are es-

More Hall Plans Incomplete

5
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water.

The future of St. Thomas More Hall is indefinite at present. It will be
vacated in September when the Law School moves to Newton.
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Birthday Party
at Brigham's
[near the trolley]
Sundaes, a cake, beverages,
noise makers, hats and balloons.
call a week in advance [527-8790]
$1.75 each

?

minimum party of 6

SENIORS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
SPEAKING AT GRADUATION, APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
GASSON 101.
DEADLINE SOON!
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No Easy Answers to Mystery of WhoKilled J.F.Kennedy
By Ann

Cavan

Who killed JFK? BC students jammed into
Roberts Center two weeks ago to find out.
Some of them left impressed, but many left
disappointed. The film did not unmask the
killer, but rather concentrated on the discrepancies between what the public has been
told and what researchers have been able to
piece together.
The Warren Commission's Report is the
official explanation of what happened that
day in Dallas. The narrator of the JFK film, a
member of the Assassination Information
Bureau in Cambridge, repeatedly pointed out
the areas of conflict the Warren Report and
the bits and pieces of evidence and innuendo
that have been collected so far. The Report
seemed laughable in contrast.
So then, who killed JFK? To be honest, no
one knows who actually pulled the trigger
which fired the shot that killed the President,
but many researchers agree that if Lee
Harvey Oswald was involved in the assassination, he surely did not act alone. Even after
eleven years, it is a major step forward just to
acknowledge the fact that thecrime was never
adequately solved. Warren Report critics
have been harrassed and discreditedfor years
as they have tried to bring the subject to the
American public. Now, with the passage of
time and the naivete that was destroyed by
Watergate, the American people are ready to
see the evidence; they want to learn the truth.
However, much of the evidence has been
either destroyed or buried in the National
Archives under 'top secret' classifications.
Without theresearch material, the question
of whodunit is unanswerable. But it might be
profitable to explore the political repercussions of the President's death. That day.
the power of the highest office of the most
powerful nation changed hands. Carl Oglesby

of the Assassination Information Bureau
maintains that the power shifted from liberal.
Northeastern base, to a Southwestern rightuing base, represented by Lyndon Johnson.
Oglesby points to the Vietnam conflict as an
illustration of this power change. Kennedy
had announced a small troop withdrawal on
October 23, 1963 and reportedly intended to
withdraw conpletely by 1965. Upon taking office, however, Johnson did not continue
Kennedy's plans for Vietnam but instead
committed more American troops. Some
people believe that this change in power may
explain why Kennedy was killed.
Next is the question of how was the President killed. Researchers have uncovered a
spiderweb of people and places involved in the
assassination. The Warren Commission ignored these facts which were incongruous to
their assumption that Oswald was the lone
assassin. In glazing over these discrepancies
the Warren Commission steered clear of implicating some very powerful government
agencies. The question of power continually
arises. Does power lie .in the Presidency,
which changes every four to eight years, or
does it lie in the intelligence agencies such as
the FBI, CIA and Secret Service, which are
permanent and have more freedom of action?
Some researchers theorize that these agencies
are responsible for the planning and execution
of clandestine acts designed to shape the
world power structure to suit their right-wing
ideology.Others contend that, whilemembers
of these agencies are involved in such activities, there is no reason to conclude that the
agency itself was involved.ln the case of the
CIA, many agents are 'contract agents'; they
are trained and serve for a short time and then
leave the agency when their task is done.
These agents may then be called back when
needed, but they sometimes use their training

.

Letters to the Editor
Catalog Cover
To the Editor:
Surely many in the Boston College community must have been as appalled as I by the
banal appearance of the covers of the
recently-published 1975-76 University
Catalog.

The garish colors and amateurish composition immediately create a laughable effect
when the volume is viewed from a distance.
Upon closer inspection the obviousness and
vulgarity of the images reinforces an absence
of taste and style.
For an internal publication the matter of a
voice would matter less, but this Catalog
receives wide external circulation, has some
role in recruiting students, and helps to define
the image of the University to the rest of the
world. With its present appearance the
Catalog is an embarrassment to the University; one would think it was either a Greyhound
travel brochure, a circular for a health club,
or recruitment literature from a communiH
college that sought to corner the market on
early admissions directly from junior high
schools.
Fortunately, as I discovered, the covers of
the Catalog are quite easily removable
without harming the rest of the volume. By
doing this one obtains a rather dignified
cover, and the Academic Calendar 19751976
becomes conveniently available at the back.
To the person who removes these covers, I
would, however, suggest that you store them
in a safe place; they are a classic of mediocrity, and may even become a collector's item a?s
a camp art object.
Sincerely,
Rein A. Uritam
Associate Professor of Physics

Senior Week
To the Editors:
Would the members of the Senior Class
please rise? We have an issue before us which
demands attention. It is the idea of giving
$2000 of Senior Week funds to Oxfam, to be
used to purchase food for starving people.
Look at them Look at us. Look at our
Senior Week. Would you enjoy the week a
whole lot more if one of the activities was
SI .00 or $1.50 cheaper for you and the money
did not go to Oxfam?
It seems that a number of seniors feel that

they were betrayed by the Senior Week Committee, whose task it was, as I understand it.
to determine activities and to arrange funds
accordingly. It is argued that Seniors should
have been asked to vote as a class on the
matter, rather than having the Committee
make a decision "of such great importance."
The method of deciding, it is said, was unjust:
therefore, the money cannot be given to Oxfa m.
If we are going to focus on justice, then why
haven't we questioned and become upset
about whether it is just that people who could
use a littleof our money are hungry? If justice
is truly the issue, then let's not get tied up in
legalities.
Somehow it seems to be a greater offense
to deny the funds to the people assisted by
Oxfam than for someone to decide to give
away some bucks in your name. I support the
decision of the Committee, and I think that
their action says something about being
human and giving hope that a cheaper price
for Senior Week Activities just would not say.
Is our need to have more money for us that
week greater than their need to have more
food for them? How can we say yes?
Ann O'Connor
Nursing, '75

SOM Responds

A number of students in the School of
Management respect and have great sympathy for the female School of Management
students who feel they are being discriminated
against. Everyone is entitled to theirown opinion. However it is very disappointing to
know that the "Heights'", our student
newspaper, which is supposed to be a fair and
objective representation of the student body,
gave the article - "Fulton's Hall of Fame:
SOM's Attitude Toward Women" - feature
coverage and a full page spread for one
female student's opinion.
Because of this, the article has been interpreted as the general consensus of female
SOM students, which we feel is not accurate.
Consequently, the article has subjected
female SOM students to needless interrogation and embarrasement from other female
and male students.
We the undersigned concur with the above
statement and would like our opinion to be
recognized:
Lorraine Montuori

Zapruder film and ballistics evidence, I do
not believe that Oswald acted alone; in fact, I
assassination was hidden or destroyed do not feel that it is sufficiently well proven
because it implicated an employee of the that he shot anyone at all. Members ,of the
organization. Thus, although some agency CIA, FBI, and Secret Service, through "inpersonel may be implicated in the assassina- competance, collaboration,or conspiracy had
tion conspiracy, it does not necessarily follow important roles in the planning and execution
that the agency itself was behind it. Rather, of the assassination. The agencies themselves
the agency may have covered up evidence of did cover-up, destroy or manipulate vital
involvement of its members for its own evidence in order to protect their own security.
protection.
Personally,I believe that the Warren Com1 he truth of the assassination has been kept
mission Report was a cover-up in which
Gerald Ford played a major role. Perhaps it from the American public for too long.
was felt at the time that the grief-stricken Although I doubt that the full story will ever
American people needed a quick answer and be told, this pattern of conspiracy and coverwould be unable to deal with the truth. This up, which seems to reoccur in the RFK, King,
arguement is no longer applicable and a Wallace and Watergate incidents, must be
thorough reinvestigation is in order. From the uncovered and dismantled.
to become mercenaries for anyone that needs
them. Much evidence from the Kennedy
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Reva Bekofsky.
Regina M. Smith
Angela Ciampi
James J. Malerba
Mary Ellen Reardon
Kathy Carmain
Patricia Garrily
Kevin Barrett
Susan Stadolnik
Patricia Lyden
Mauann Dojouardi
Andrea Sarrasin
Sally Golden
Susan Conway
Carolyn Langelier
Janette M. Racicot
William J. Nyhan
Mark J. DeNino
Connie Berry
Ann Lynch
Regina Smith
Elizabeth Hage
Te Isler
Bernadelte Muller
Martha Walsh
Diane M. Betti
Elizabeth Hurley
Elizabeth Devlin
Danelle DeLie
Kathy MurphyLinda Alfano
Debbie Doyle
Patricia Garrity
Lori Scarders

Tom Durkin AOM '76
Bob Parker SOM '76
Mark Galigan SOM '77

A Poem

M orld
t&rheSaOlw
March 25, 1975
I would like to direct this letter to Miss (I
mean Ms.) Shelley Vereen on her article. 'The
Fulton Hall of Fame; SOM Attitudes
Toward Women.
When one talks about the different remarks
of these chauvinistic professors, let's
remember that these people are speaking with
a little background and experiencein the 'real
world". In other words, they know how
women act and react. As Howard Cosell
would say: "they're telling it like it is".
There tire many instances which I can use
in trying to prove my point, but I don*t find it
necessary to use such tactics in trying to
degrade a person, (such as Ms. Vereen and
Ms. Anonymous had done).
If you can't take a few snide (but
humorous)remarks in an informal classroom
situation, I can't see you sitting in at a budget
hearing or something of that nature where
businessmen of 30 years will almost laugh at
you. Let's be real.
Bill Nicholson SOM '76

The Editor
Dear Sir:
I would appreciate your publishing this letter
in the HEIGHTS. To my students, after
reading and correcting their exams: With
apologies to the late lamented Ogden Nash
for style plagiarism.
I'm grateful, when I read and grade your
little blue books.
That I am alone in my study and cannot
harm you with my angry, burning, bore-ahole-through-you looks.
I am always amazed (though by now I
should not be)
At the variant orthographies that your
graduated levels of literacy allot me.
The effects on me areemetic
When you classify Arabic, Phoenician and
Hebrew as languages Semetic.
The shock to my nervous system is
analagous to the effect on my olfactory nerve
endings of a whiff of undiluted ammonia.
When you write the name of the oldest
Cradle of Western Civilization
and spell it Babalonia.
And I am inspired to unleash against you a
maddened, bloodthirsty rabble.
When you describe the structure erected by
our post-diluvian forebears
in the Plain of Shinar as "The Tower of
Babble."
(Or, perhaps, should chain all of you to a
table with an unabridged dictionary and a
double game of scrabble.)
You cannot imagine the pain I suffer, and
the irritation.
When you spell the methods used by ancient Mesopolamian farmers
to water their fields as "errigation."
I have a confident feeling that his Infernal
Majesty, King
Lucifer Diabolus, being so sure of himself
on this point.
would turn over his master key to Hell,
If even fifty out of a hundred American
college students
Would only learn to spell!
Your teacher, who strives to instruct,
and suffers in silence.
While you, to the English orthography
do unimaginable violence.
David Neiman
Theology
The Editor of the Heighisis not a sir

Editorial
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Black Talent; Question of Money, Committment & Power
by Elizabeth Conniff

The Black Talent Program at Boston
College is a unique and sometimes controversial program. The present is an especially
critical time for Black Talent as it and :'ll
minority education at Boston College is in the
process of being reviewed by a special blue
ribbon presidential committee whose
recommendations are due later this spring. It
seems necessary therefore, to take a iong objectivelook at Boston College's committment
to minority education and, specifically, to
probe the structure and duties of the Black
Talent Program as the single largest outgrowth of this committment.
The most important questions raised in any
discussion of the Black Talent Program inevitably revolve around the administrationof
the program, its money, and its committment
to high academicrisk students. I would like to
deal first with the administrative end of the
program.
A basic statement articulating the Black
student's views on the administration of the
program is to be found in the joint constitution of the Black Talent Program and the
Black Student Forum. In the preamble to the
Constitution it states, "We. the Black
Students of Boston College do hereby form
and orient ourselves to the principle of selfdetermination. Based on this principle the
Black students of Boston College direct and
administer both the Black Talent Program
and the Black Student Forum." It goes on to
say that "In operating the Black Talent
program we seek to train potential leaders
who will return to and work to better their
respective communities."
From these official statements it is clear
that the Black Talent Program is student-run.
But. what essentially does that mean? The
history of the program in terms of its
management is a bit complex, however, the
most important part of that history for the
purposes of this article is that the program
was instituted with a professional director/administrator who was ultimately responsible for all of its actions. This type of administration was ended four years ago when
then director. A. Robert Philipps quit or was
fired from (depending on who you are talking
to) his job. The point is, that no one was hired
to take over his position. Father Charles
Donovan. Senior Vice President of Boston
College explains that "it wouldn't have been
feasible to appoint someone else right away"
(Philipps left in the middle of the year).

"Thus, what Phillips leaving
did, in effect, was to create a
student managed program."
What occurred instead, was the establish-

ment of a presidential committee consisting

of the Vice Presidents of the University and
Al Folkard, Director of the Honors Program
as chairperson, to be the administrative link
with Black Talent. Specifically, according to
Donovan, the committee was created to
"supervise and oversee the Program, with
Folkard as the liason with the responsibility
for counter-signing checks." Yet. the committee was never very active and Folkard,
while not a director, became the administrator associated with Balck Talent.
Folkard's role was, according to Donovan,
that of "father/counselor. He headed off confrontations and problems with the administrator." Al Folkard's personality
precisely fits such a role, and he worked very
effectively with the student administratorsof
the Black Talent Program because he did not
place himself above the students in any way.
but instead, worked with them.
What happened during thistime period was
that the present structure, i.e. student administrators and committees, assumed
authority and worked itself out as a feasible
method of running the program. Thus, what
Philipps'leaving did, in effect, was to create a
student managed program. The Black Talent
Program could have folded in that precarious
lime if it was not for the amount of work
dedicated students put into keeping the
program alive. Bui since the program is mainly student run by default (with an administrator here and there responsible for certain final decisions i.e. financial aid.

problems are now
surfacing that could have been dealt with
more effectively over the past four years.
allocations, etc.) certain

cerned with minority education at Boston
College namely the MinorityEducation Committee.

"Harrison is not another Al Folkard and his understanding
of his position and Black Talent's understanding of his position are sometimes severely at odds."
Thus, we arrive at the changes that have occurred in Black Talent this year and the
problems that have grown out of these
changes. The single largest change has been
the appointment of a new Black Associate
Dean in the School of Arts and Sciences, who
was given responsibility for Black Talent.. In
fact according to Fr. Donovan "supervision
of the Black Talent Program was considered
part of Harrison's role when he was hired."
Donovan also claims that "Harrison's role is
more official than Al Folkard's extracurricular role," but he also explained that
"we talked to representatives of the Black
Talent Program and the Black Studnet
Forum about this function of Harrison
before he was hired."
Alas, Harrison is not another Al Folkard
and his understanding about his position and
Black Talent's understanding of his position
are sometimes severely at odds. Specifically.
Harrison feels he has the right to expend
Black Talent funds us he sees fit (that is hiring, firing, allocations, etc.) without always
feeling that the student administratorsshould
have to agree with him. As a result there have
been mistakes on the budget and general confusion as to certain allocations. Harrison's
view, is that "if I am held responsible for
questions from higher administration about
the Black Talent Program that puts me in a
tenuous position. I should have some power
of direction if I'm responsible." Personally.
Harrison feels that "it needs more formal
structure, and a full time administrator."
although he is "not opposed to student
management as such" but feels that "only a
professional can do the job." To Harrison the
big question is accountability for University
funding. He would like to see someone who
could "be a professional director primarily
responsible for tutorial and counseling
program." Harrison would like "that that
person should report to me."
Harrison's position is. in many ways a
defiant one, and possibly the matter of a personality conflict with the present Black Talent
Program's administration. He very openly
stated at one point that "the Black Talent
Program has one sense of their money and its
accountability. I have a different idea about
the money." Later he asserted that the money
was "a pot of gold held to the whimes often
to fifteen people." Harrison obviously disapprovedo fthis and claimed that "I will exercise
my judgment in terms of the money, there is
nothing in writing that says that Black Talent
has control of that money."
Harrison is undeniably caught in the middle of an explosive situation. He is a Black
man and an Associate Dean with administrative responsibilities who has a job to
look out for. yet it seems that this pitting of
Black Dean against Black students; is only
secondary and the fault of neither Harrison
nor the Black Talent Program.
It appears that the students in the Black
Talent Program were most upset by the fact
that Harrison wasn't always working in consultation with them. Their understanding of
his position was that it was to be an advisory
one. One wonders if they were not indeed,
deliberately misled. This is not to claim that
there arc no problems within the Black
Talent Program, or that there aren't areas
that could use improvement, but merely
that, the program s integrity is not the individuals in its administration at any specific
time. Folkard says over and over again that
"the program's integrity is not its management (student or otherwise yet. it seems that
the administrative structure at least, has a
groat deal to do with the program's integrity.
The present structure could, in this argument
be seen to need a professional director in the
near future in terms of a tic in with higher
BC administration and to create a more
effective chain of command. Bui. what is
most important about the prcscnl structure of
the Black Talent Program could unwittingly
be destroyed by a number of people con-

.

'

The Minority Education Committee has all
the prominent Black educators, administrators and students on campus that one
would imagine on such a committee. It is
chaired by Judge Nelson, a Black man who
graduated BC BC 'Law and is a member
of the Board of Trustees. The committee has
been working diligently to compile its report
yet it has been held up according to Harrison
"specifically by discussion of Black Talent."
Thus while Al Folkard claims there is no
"hidden Black Talent agenda." that is in fact
mainly what the committee is dealing with.
Three levels of concern surface again when
one is talking about Black Talent. The first,
administration, leads to the second, money,
which inevitably brings us to the real question
of the nature of the Black student that is
brought on to campus (i.e. academically,
culturally and financially deprived). Thus any
real change in the administration, (for instance a larger minority education program is
foreseen which will break down the structure
of the Black Talent Program and will operate
through committees.) will drastically change
the way that money is funded. Many people
at BC feel that money is thereal issue when
one is discussing Black Talent, but the issue is
more subtle than money.
Black Talent feels that if the manner in
which money is funded to them is changed
then the whole character of a typical Black
student on the Boston College campus will
change. The shift to a broader based
graduate/undergraduate minority education
program will divert some money to more
minority students. Thus an individual minority student would have to depend more on
her/his family or themselves for the rest of
the money. This would bring more middle
class minority students on campus. It would
also in effect change BC 's basic committment and Black Talent's most essential
beliefs. Boston College's committment is for
10% enrollment of minority students, especially to those minority students who
wouldn't' ordinarily be able to come to BC
(this is interpreted to mean academically, in
terms of white academic standards specifically SAT's, as well as financially.) It has been
proven in a study published in this year's
Financial Aid Handbook that for a Black student from the ghetto to go to college costs
more than for a White student. This is true
because such a Black student needs support
systems if she/he is to survive on a college
campus (especially a campussuch as BC 's).
It must also be remembered that the Black
Talent Program at BC is tied very closely
to certain moral considerations to help

,

Black people us a whole. The preamble to the
Black Talent/Black Student Forum constitution is explicit on this point
"In operating the Black Talent Program
we seek to train potential leaders who will
return to and work to better their respective
communities."
Black students from poverty areas strongly
feel their committment to the people they
have left behind them at home. They want to
return home and work for the betterment of
their people when they graduate. A more middle class minority student from the suburbs
would feel no such committment and the
program would deny its moral obligation
(aside from the fact that BC
could never
recruit 10% middle class minorities most
minorities are just not very much into the
middle classes yet.)

'

"Negative feelings about high
academic risk students are
definitely in the air around
BC this year."
Negativefeelings about high academic risk
students are definitely in the air around B C
this year. Fr. Donovan has said that "since
B C is so high academically, why did we go
for academicallydeprived students as well as
financially and culturally deprived students.
Have we merely created frustration and the
need for tutorials, etc.?

"Black students themselves
are worried that Black men
will be used to sabotage their
program-to keep the University from appearing rascist."

The Minority Education Committee has a
very important and explosive issue in their
hands. They could unwittingly be used as a
tool in an effort to change the nature of
Minority education at BC It is frightening
to think that concerened men, mostly Black,
could restructure the Black Talent Program
in such a way as to change the universities'
basic committment. Black students
themselves are worried thatBlack men will be
used to sabotage their program to keep the
University from appearing racist. It would be
a vast understatement to say that the situation is tense. However, all that one can do is
conjecture at this point, and hope that the
Minority Education Committee's report will
come up with concrete plans tostrengthenthe
mechanics of BC 's minority programs, to
implement a 10% minority population at
Boston College and not to destory what gains
may have been made already.
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Alumni Donations Record High
Perkins
The Boston College Office of
University Development is in the
midst of a potentially recordbreaking fund drive for the current
fiscal year.
Robert J. Desmond, Vice President for University Resources, indicated that despite a tight economy
and declining stock market conditions, projections at this time
show annual gift income in excess of
one million dollars. This fund is
designed to secure and apply dollars
against current opetating expenses
for the University.
Substantial Jesuit donations and
By Billy
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other contributions increase the esyear. The 1975 Telethon will actimated inflow to tin all-time high count for approximately 6.000 of
$1.5 million, the highest results
the anticipated 9,000 gifts to the '75
since 1965. BC alumni donations Annual Fund, which concludes on
alone will account for $600,000. an June 30th.
increase of $60,000 over last year.
"While the level of gifts may be
The number of donors has jumped slightly declining, the broader base
from 7.500 in 1974 to 9.000 this of contributors has led to substanyear.
tial progress," said Desmond.
Over 500 alumni and student
The class of 1950 is an example of
volunteers are currently winding up
alumni cooperation and
2 3 evenings of telephone resourcefulness. The class members
solicitations to approximately 23.set a goal of $100,000 to be reached
-000 University alumni. This effort, this year and used offset Gasson
to
the National Telethon conducted in Hall renovation expenditures. Thus
Philomutheia Hall, is one of the
main events of the Annual Fund far $85,000 has been raised with
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We make summer matter with a full range of
undergraduate, graduate, Weekend College and
Continuing Education courses on one of America's
most beautiful campuses... and with special
institutes and workshops, modern residence halls...
and our good teachers.
3 SESSIONS (day and evening):

Balch

Pet r

John

Vice President for Resources, Robert Desmond
four months remaining until the prevailing optimism.
deadline.
"Plans are on the drawing board
The process- of fund raising re- to change the posture of conquires the coordination and integra- tributions from only annual funds to
tion of the Office, of Public annual funds plus capital fund
Relations (publications). Alumni growth," noted Desmond. Capital
Relations, and staff-directed funds are monies applied to specific
volunteers to increase the level of in- University projects such as new
terest and involvement in the Boston buildings. The implications of
College community. It is hoped that capital fund raising may be quite
a successful communications significant. Corporations and
process will assist financial support philanthropic foundations have
traditionally shied away from anand development.
The office is in the process of im- nual fund contributions. Implemenproving the annual program as the tation of a, Boston College capital
first step in its long-term growth
campaign opens up vast markets of
plans. The steady increase of community support is good reason for previously untapped contributors.

O'Malley Delayed Studio Art

Call or write for the Summer Bulletin:
Summer Session Office, C.W. Post Center
Long Island University

--H c.w. post center
"LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

(Continued from page I)
An issue that many people are
particularly upset about at the present time is the status of the studio
art program, which BC is planning

North America's Largest Service
$2.75 per page
Send now for latest catalog. Enclose $2.00 to cover return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
Boxl2lB

Niagara Falls, N.Y. U.SA
(416) 366-6549

Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.
Campus Reps, required.

Please write.

,

with the Newton program as a base.
The studio art program will not get
completely underway next year, and
will not be open to all BC students
as was originally planned by the
Newton Task Force.O'Malley was
suppossed to appoint a search Committee to find a new chairperson for
the art department by Thanksgiving
of last year, but did not do so until
February 7. Caravallano, who was
chairman of the subcommittee of
the NTF which developed the plan
for studio art said, "I was quite
furious at one of those meetings (of
the NTF). We worked our tails off
for months and nothing happened.
The search committee might have
been appointed more quickly. There
was nothing new between the Task
Force report (last summer), and the
search committee. A program could
have been clearly established. The
wheels could have turned more
rapidly."
John Maguire, Dean of Admissions and chairman of the Task
Force feels that O'Malley "played a
leadership role" on the NTF, but "I
might quarrel somewhat with the
time its taken to implement things
fully." >
Fr. Charles Donovan, Senior
Vice President and Dean of
Faculties agrees that, "It clearly
would have been better if things had
begun earlier." However, Donovan
feels that "in some senses the delay
will be beneficial. Had we moved
fast, there is the possibility that
some fast decisions would have been
made. We will have a year's grace"
to plan.
O'Malley also feels that "it would
have been a real gamble to get
things going by September. "The
renovations will be so considerable.
That's the main reason" studio art
will not be a complete department
by next year. However,

O'Malley

admitted that a "secondaryreason"
was his delay in appointing the
search committee.
O'Malley has also been criticized
by the chairwoman of the Fine Arts
department for a lack of communication and organization in
planning the new department. In
last week's Heights (April, 17,
1975). Josephine VonHennenber
said that her department was not
(continued on page 15)
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finds himself powerless against the monster.
His kingdom crumbles as Grendel eats his
army man by man.

There was a time, the ancestral legends tell
when everything made sense. There were
heros and there were monsters, and the
ceaseless battle between them was watched
over by gods who always saw to it that the
good guys won and the bad guys lost. Good
kings reigned, evil kings were eventually
deposed, and everyone lived happily ever
after.

Only three people claim to see any meaning
in till this.'A man known as the Shaper. the
court minstrel, sings songs of love and glory,
all of which are lies, as everyone knows, but
lies which everyone wants to believe. A knight
named Unferth. believing that the quest for
glory is worth something, follows Grendel
back to his cave and then considers himself
disgraced when the monster refuses to fight
him. Finally there is Beowulf, hero of the
original legend, who appears totally selfconfident and brave, boasting of the power of
a man of integrity to overcome any evil in the
universe. Grendel listens to him briefly and
decides that he must be insane. No one could
possibly believe that stuff.

us,

This world never existed, of course, outside
the hundreds of myths of every culture in
history, but the sheer abundance of the myths
indicates that everyone wished it did. Good
versus evil, darkness versus light the clear-cut
simplicity of it all was comforting, as long as
no one thought too deeply about it.
Novelist John Gardner presents an opposite view of the mythical world of monsters
and heros. He bases his book on the ancient
Anglo-Saxon epic of Beowulf, the archetypal
Nordic hero who comes from across the seas
to slay Grendel, the man-eating monster who
for twelve years has been terrorizing the land
of King Hrothgar.

Batch

P.

J.

Grendel is a masterpiece, and John
Gardner, in this his third novel, has produced
a statement of absurdity that ranks with the
best of Beckett and Camus. I would not
recommend it to anyone who's feeling
depressed to begin with, since that might lead
to midnight jumps off the Mystic Bridge, but
if you're feeling like a vaguely random motion in the universe, and always suspected that
the world ofkings and knights and damsels in
distress might have been a bit exaggerated, By George Roderick Fidd
There are no goods and evils in Gardner's
HELTER SKELTER: The True Story of
then read it. King Arthur will neverseem the
world. Everything is vague, confused, and
Manson Murders by Vincent Bugliosi with
the
same.
anarchistic. In the tradition of Vonnegut, life
\u25a0Curt Gentry; W.W. Norton Co., $10.00.
is an absurd tragedy in which everybody and
\u25a0 ". .To a remote chamber of the castle the
everything eventually dies, for no good reason
little lads imprisoned in the cellars are
except that it happens. It is an ironic twist to
brought. They are stripped and gagged; the
the traditional mythic view ofultimate meanMarshallfingers them and violates them, then
ing in all acts of life.
he slashes the bodies with a dagger, gloats
over the joy of dismembering them limb by
limb. At other times he slits theirbosom and
Grendel, the poor fellow, is lost and
inhales the breath of the lungs; he opens the
function,
trapped in a world wherein his only
belly, smells it. enlarges the wound with his
as far as he can tell, is to perform random acts
hands and sits in it. Then, as hesoaks himself
of terror on Hrothgar's people. The humans
in the puddled mire of the entrails; he slightly
he sees around him are absurd they kill each
turns his head and glances over his shoulder
other in periodic wars as indiscriminately as
to watch the last spasms of the death struggle.
he kills them, and they don't even eat their
He has himself declared: 7 was more
victims. He doesn't care enough to really hate
delighted
to enjoy terror, tears and blood than
them; he just vaguely dislikes them for their
by any other pleasure.'
violent nature, their drunken boasts in the
La Magic en Poitou: (idles dc Rais
meadhall, and their basic stupidity. He bashes
If
this initial illustration of perverse psyheads just for the hell of it.
chodrama seems a bit much to the gentle
reader, he should perhaps avoid Mr.
Bugliosi's account of creepy-crawling, acid
King Hrothgar is no longer the grand and
and corporal mutilation. The Bug (as Sadie
glorious leader of the Beowulf legend. He is a
feeble old man who got to be king by being a
and Leslie called him in court) was the
prosecuting attorney in California who put
more efficient killer than his rivals, who now
the hideous hippies on Death Row, and the
perusal of his tale provides the following information, and so much more; Susan Atkins,
Sadie Mac Glutz said that "stabbing
someone, I mean the feeling, is better than a
an intriguing character and The Comedy .sexual climax"; our Sadie, the little acidassin
By James Finlayson
The Comedy World of Stan Laurel. By World of Stan Laurel such an engagingbook. vampire, licked her fingers after stabbing
John McCabe. 221 pages. Doubleday& Co.
Essentially a companionpiece to McCabe's Sharon Tate; Charles "Tex" Watson shot
During the heyday of Laurel & Hardy in earlier work. Mr. Laurel and Mr. Hardy (to Voyteck Frykowski three times, struck him
the 19305, Oliver "Babe" Hardy was often which I refer those readers unfamiliar with on the head with a gun butt thirteen times,
approached out on the golf links where he the history of the team), this volume is an and stabbed him fifty-one times; Patricia
spent his leisure time and asked what the attempt to construct a more vivid portrait of Krenwinkle painted "Rise" "Healter(sic)
team was up to. His standard reply was "Ask one of the greatest film comedians ofall time. Skelter" and "Death to Piggies" in blood on
Stan." Hardy, although a brilliant comedian, It is a successful attempt. McCabe, a the walls and furniture of theLaßianca home,
never took part in the writing, producing, or longtime friend and admirer of Laurel, after ramming a fork in Mr. L's breathless
editing of their films, as his partner, Stan researched the book well, interviewing such belly; that these kids (23 tops in age) did all
Laurel, did. He trusted Laurel's judgement people as Laurel & Hardy's early director this "because Charlie told us to"; that at the
(and eventually, an Academy Award winner), Spahn Ranch, the killers' hideout, the girls
implicitly.
Laurel's devotion to his work continued Leo McCarey. film cowboy G.M. "Bronco were fed from the dogs' dishes, afterthe mutts
throughout his life, even after illness and Billy" Anderson, comedian George Burns, had finished; they were compelled to strip and
death broke the two partners up. It is this and many others. He lets them do their own copulate with anyone on Charlie's demand;
characteristic of him that makes Laurel such talking and only interrupts to make it more the entire family survived on garbage culled
from Supermarket dumps; and the Family
coherent.
Also included in the book are four sketches always was prone to theft of cars, money,
that Laurel & Hardy performed during stage drugs, guns, people, etc.
and radio appearances. Although they're all This is only a bare outline, but the big queshumorous, reading Laurel & Hardy, rather tion is how a short, stupid, pimp, car-thief,
than seeing and hearing them, is about as en- and bad paper-passer was able to convince a
joyable as listening to Marcel Marceau's act. band of runaway middle-class children to
It just doesn't translate easily to the printed murder for him. The many photographs in
Helter Skelter show Charlie in various stages
page.
The rest of the book is filled with anec- of his outlaw career, but the most recent ones
dotes, reminiscences, and jokes by and about are hard to look at for very long. These are
Laurel. Finishing the book, one is left with a pictures of a looney, a crazy flea-bag full of
sincerely fond feeling for him, a man who half-understood and never read philosophy, a
valued talent highly and deplored the billing chump who, at thirty-two, had spent more of
of such people as Allen Ludden as "stars." a his life in jail than on the streets; a selfman who devoted himself completely to his proclaimed "Redeemer" whose idea of salvaprofession, but especially, a man with a tion is female subjugation, lessons in pain and
wonderful sense of humor which he kept to excess, and, naturally, complete control over
the very end. Believe it or not, even his last minds and bodies. Charlie initiated new girls
words were a joke! The Comedy World of into the Family with three hours of LSD sex.
Fans of the Beatles, and the White Album
Stan Laurel is a colorful portrait of a
in particular, will have a field-day with
fascinating man.

The

Comedy

World of Stan Laurel
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Grendel
By Tom Nelligan
GRENDEL by John Gardner (new paperback
edition by Ballentine Books, New York)
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Helter Skelter

.

Charlie -nd his jolly, off-the-wall interpretations of the waxen'noises thereon. Did
you know "Rocky Raccoon" was Paul's personal message to Charlie about the danger of
"coons"?
Sadly, this book pales by any standard to
Ed Sanders' earlier The Family. Sanders, an
ex-Fug, is every inch a countercultureperson;
but his hate for the fiendish freaks is thinl"
veiled at best, and book boasts an original
and distinct style, unlike the Bug's, which
reads like a newspaper. But Sanders' tale ends
at the trials' inception, and the due process of
law is the meat and worth of the D.A.'s effort.
Long trial transcripts make ones attention
wander at times, but every 2,000 words or so
Sadie will say something like, ". .stabbed
him in the guts" or ". .maybe I fucked him,
but I forget" which gets one right back on
track.
In pescado y un convidado heden en tres
dias, remarks Hablaban elsewhere in another
context, and so it is for Charlie. What bothers
me most is that these crazy schmucks laid a
bad rap on acid' since its properties are mindexpanding, most non-LSD-veterans in
Amerika will blame lysergic acid
(C16H16N202, Chem majors) for the
slayings. It was Albert Speer who remarked
of Hitler: "One seldom recognizes the devil
when he is putting his hand on your
shoulder." Or elsewhere. But it was the Finnish composer Lynder Miguller who
observed, "Hitler was like no one else. Looking at him, one seemed to forget everything,
to lose all will, to want nothing, save the
wants of Hitler."
We shall have to pause here for an 00-eeoo.
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BosLweli"'fThSamuJohnson"
By Mary Agnes Tonzi
The Life of Samuel Johnson by James

Boswell Esq. (orig. pub. 1790) Oxford
Standard Author's $9.50 hardback,
$5.95 paper.
One way of estimating the importance
of any particular book is to try to imagine explaining currently observable
phenomena without referential recourse
to such and such a book. For instance
how would we account for the familiar
landscape pierced with church steeples,
or the increase in fish sales toward
Thursday and Friday if it were not for
theßible?
How differently we might think of
Paradise Lost without the book of
Genesis to provide us with easy and comfortably misleading parallels! And
speaking of misleading, think of the
hoards of horn-rimmed ruminants who
would have absolutely nothing at all to
say about Ulysses could they not flip
through the Odyssey for the fitting footnote. Some books, like these, are imporFor in spite of his reputation as the
tant because by talking about, or espous- consummate rationalist Johnson dising them a person can make a living of played all his life behavior that would
nowadays more expectedly locate him in
sorts.
And so it is with The Life of Samuel the kinky lubricity of the Personals
Johnson. Not only is it still both the first advertisements, the cushioned vault of a
thorough, and simply the best biography psychiatrist's office, or the pinned-eyed
ever written, but it and its attendant rats nest of the local Phoenix House.
books provide the raw material for a
In all probability Johnson was at one
kind of academic industry employing time or another during his seventy four
surely more than a thousand people in years: an alcoholic, an opium addict, a
this country alone. How could we ac- compulsive masturbator and a masochist
count for the stentorious authority of of the bondage school fond of asking
these folks, their ursiform, prognathous ladies to tic him up and whip him into
affectations without remembering The hard-toimagine extacies of moral exLife, as they in the trade are wont to refer culpation and orgasmic bliss. And people
to Boswell's Masterpiece?
still wonder why he burned his
Take an hour off. Walk through a autobiography.
local English Department pretending to
But fortunately Boswell followed
be in quest of something. Try to grasp Johnson about. Took notes. Interviewed
the hopeless character of the work the old teachers, girl friends, students, and
department members perform. It's a dif- most importantly recorded what seems
ficult task without remembering the ex- like an -accurate version of Johnson's
ample of Samuel Johnson many of them amazing, bombastic, painstakingly discarry around in their heads as a means of criminating conversation. He evidently
constantly reminding themselves of the was the best talker who ever lived.
practical u&es of eccentricity, the
Example: Johnson is at tea with the
triumphs of failure and the.inevitability bluestockings. A woman noticing that inof
boredom and sexual famously sloppy Johnson again has his
frustration. With a faith in the example fly open and that this time his "male
of Johnson One knows one can be useful- member" is exposed, says: "Excuse me
Dr. Johnson but your penis is sticking
ly insane.

(

out." Johnson checking the claim replies.
"Madam you flatter yourself, it is hanging out not sticking out." What a loss it
is to talk shows that he is dead.
For those of us that are less than
perfect it is lucky that his biography has
somehow become the western model of
what a man should be. Before Boswell's
Life biography was largely elegiac and
laudatory. Afterward everything
changed because anyone who could read
was able to see that a person's life experience is a more complex phenomenon
than it was made out to be. Think of the
lives of the saints! It's perfectly natural
for anyone to feel just awful after reading
those as an example of what one's life
should be.
And for those of us that don't look like
Warren Beaty or Julie Christy, we the
disfigured, may take comfort in
remembering Johnson's face ravaged
from smallpox and scrofula, his palsied
hands, his near blindness, his food
stained clothing, his lumbering, unsteady
gait, his beastial tablemanners, his
greasy wig askew on his oversized head,
and his messy house the last and only
shelter for a band of social misfits who
happened to be his friends. Perhaps, I'm
wrong. Perhaps he is a saint.
The Life of Samuel Johnson is a long
and very readable book of the sort that
should be kept at bedside the better to
ease one into prose induced sleep. Don't
try to read it in one or two evenings. For
readers who have never really gotten over
the comfort of memorizing baseball
statistics, automobile specifications, and
TV trivia, The Life opens a whole new
world. True followers feel obliged to
know his favorite tea (Formosa Oolong),
his second favorite cat (Lily), what he fed
his cats (oysters) or his prefered scent
(orange peel). See?

And while I'm at it, the books attendant on Johnson can also be used to
while away the fidgety hours of late
adolescence. Boswell's Journals teach us
what it's like to grow up and get out of
trouble. These books and others like
prophetic sources in general, provide all
that's needed for a religion and a
renuminative employment. Look
around.

John Updike:

A Month
of Sundays

April 14, 1975

Of course, Rev. Marshfield does have
enough sinful creases in his cleric's cloak to
draw more than a passing glance at his
massive mea culpa. He freely crosses the
frontier of marital fidelity throughout the
reminiscences, and his discipleship in the
teachings of Karl Barth with its concomitant
loyalty to conservative social and political
positions raises eyebrows in this liberal age of
ours when precious little else can achieve this
fact. But we are still asked to come into the
resort room where Marshfield has been
ensconced to reach some kind of repetence
and witness the wrestling for Marshfield's
soul; a match Marshfield himself has little
concern for winning. And even if Marshfield
were doing more than toying with his own eschatology, his stolidly middle class WASP
person would raise little challenge to Ivan
Karamozov in the hearts of readers.

By Richard Lord
Almost everyone agrees that John Updike
writes great; the only question is whetherhe is
a great writer. Those on the negative side of
this issue maintain that sure Updike can string words together pretty-like but that the
emotionally anemic WASPs who people Updike's narratives and the rather ordinary
situations they find themselves in do not merit
any intelligent interest in their "problems".
And besides, say the anti-Updike party, his
prose is too damn florid at times to support
And narrator Marshfield is given to some
any earthly happenings, let alone the painfully dull goings-on he involves his imagination of the worst verbal excesses of his creator (the
in. Reading Updike, they say, is like eating a human, not the divine one). I mean, what can
chocolate eclair it's rich, creamy and sweet,
but doesn't give much substance and you
don't want to do it that often.
I h-'.ve always placed myself on the other
side of thisdebate. I find Updike's characters,
though clearly reeking of Middle Americana,
full enough to latch our attention and important enough to consider them as serious
literary personages. I have found Updike's
scope of insight to be broad and the style, well
the style forgives its own worst excesses and
anyway, what is genius if not something to indulge excesses?
Taking this position, I have found it more
comfortable defending things like Rabbit
Run, The Centaur and many of the short
stories than items like Of The Farm or his
latest work, A Month of Sundays. Alright,
alright, so these confessions of Updike's
errant minister, Thomas Marshfield are
"thoroughlyminor", to borrow Updike's own
echoing phrase from another place. And
that's all A Month ofSundays is - confessions,
memories, regrets and gratitudes. And thus
some of the least gripping episodes in Updike's rather mellow universe are then
presented at one remove, thus defanging its
cautious bite even more.

-
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ReharsingSavange
By

Claudia Buckholts

Rehearsing the Savage, poems by Richard

Lord Stone Soup Poetry Number 9
Richard Lord's first collection of poems
shows the work of an already accomplished
poet. The language of these poems is rich,
sensual, evocative, often musical. There is a
broad range of subject matter, from simple
love songs to longer, impassioned political
satire and protest. There is even humor.
Suggestions of the voices of the poet's
predecessors occasionally intrude - Dylan
Thomas, Auden, Brecht but for the most
part he is here discovering and coming to
terms with his own authentic, voice. This
poetry is made to be spoken, declaimed,sung.
Mr. Lord is not merely a transcriber of the
events and emotions of his personal life, but a
spokesman, an interpreter of political events,
in the traditionof the early W.H. Auden. One
of the best of these poems is "On the
Assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.",
which I quote in full:
Nothing to be said.
It has all been said.
The mule and the carl are our only
wisdoms now;
And our words hang over our heads like

-

slumbering monsters.
Dreaming of how they'll devour us.

Poems like "Speech by a Greek Soldier al
Troy" and "Letter" demonstrate the broad

.

of the poet's sympathies and his understanding of human nature. The narrator ol
"Letter" is a commandant at one of the Nazi
death camps. He writes to his wife: "This is
one of the better positions to have, I think,/
One can really learn a lot about human
beings. After the war 1 plan to write essay;
on all I've observed here." The flat, impersonal tone of the narrator, the ordinary events
he relates, with never a mention of the suffering of the people in the camp, for whom he is
responsible, illustrate so well what Hannah
Arendt has called "the banality of evil". The
commander prides himself that he is able tc
appreciate Schiller- and Rilke; these delicate
sensibilitieshowever extend no further.
Other political poems are entitled "On the
Refusal of Picasso to Return to Spain".
"America in Autumn", "England", and"The

range

qualities of the language: a music that hides
and reveals a mystery deeper than language,
which the best poetry can only suggest.
Outstanding examples include "Under a
Spanish Poor." The serious aim of this last Truer Candle", which speaks of birth, love,
poem is not undercut but emphasized by the and death in a language suffused with an
almost visionary intensity, and "Threnody".
wry humor of the last stanza:
Juan Corabal sits in the street with his The poem "When a Poet Comes to Failure"
grandson.
ends with these moving lines:
His legs scissor in a castle of dirt.
/ ask you nowfor a silence
He believes that when he gets to heaven.
Not silence as I have meant it so often
He will ride in a motorcar and drink wine before.
with a tourist.
But rather, a tongue held motionless in the
Eternity ofmy ear.
Many of the lyrical poems have love as
their subject. These especially show an
I do not ask for any heavens beyond the
abiding concern with the tonality, the musical slow warmth of your body.

Certain of the poems descend into obscurity, the risk that the poet takes in his experiments with language, in attempting a new
and original statement. I think especially of
the poem "When I Sleep an Angry Chalice",
whose subject is difficult to determine

beneath the confusing, though vivid,
language. An opposite error can be found in
one or two of the political poems: the poem
"America in Autumn", dedicated to Lenny
Bruce, ends with the bald statement that "In
the country of the blind,/The only crime is to
see", which seems unnecessary and perhaps
obvious.
These are minor criticisms. Rehearsing the
Savage contains a number of fine poems, and

10-11

you say about a minister who switches himself
to a third person and declares that he was
"clad as partially as when he arose, he made
his way down oaken staircases flayed with
moonbeams to a front door whose fanlight
held in Byzantine rigidity the ghosts of its Tiffany colors." The Reverend Mr. Marshfield
is given to such declarations, and this month
in his life contains a number.
But still, dammit, I like this book. I'll concede to the most ardent Updike haters that
Marshfield is not an important figure, and the
nature of these ruminations leave very little
room for anyone else in the narrative, but he
is pleasant, amusing and engaging in his own
way. His convoluted reasoning on the
theological soundness of his adultery is a
delight of intellectual chutzpah, as is the entire web of his romps through theplaygrounds
of serious thought. 1 especially enjoyed his
conservative-radical jousts with Ned Bork,
his diligently progressive assistant minister,
and some of the hastily buried memories of
his father he occasionally digs up.
And even though Marshfield is capable of
those verbal throwaways that say ouch in
their undertones, he can also offer up vintage
bits of Updike such as "Or was it his (Ned
Bork's) limp-wristed theology, a perfectly
custardly confection of Jungian-Reichian
soma-mysticism swimming in a soupy
caramel of Tillichic, Jasperian, Bultmannish
blather, all served up in a dime-store dish of
his gutless generation's give-away
Gemutlichkeit?" A Month of Sundays is
likewise studded with these gems and, the appreciation of puns being one sign of a noble
spirit, let us note that Thomas Marshfield.
while spying on his illicit lover and assistant
minister, proclaims "More power to the
peephole".
How can you dislike, or even yawn and
turn away from, a guy like that? I certainly
can't, and that's why I enjoyed reading A
Month of Sundays even though I know that
Reverend Tom Marshfield will not follow me
the rest of my days, or even perhaps for the
rest of the month. It is, I might say. a verydelectablelittle chocolate eclair of a novel.

memorablelines. Some that I especially liked
are "My dull hurt a tatoo that shapes m>
eyes" ("To One of My Students") "The poet,
an exile, draws pictures of one darkness" ("A
Tribute to the Apollo Astronauts"), and
"Long confessions seeking a language"
("When a Poet Comes to Failure").
Some of the poems are occasional pieces,
commemorating specific events. One of the
best of these is "On a Fire in Camden" from
which I quote the last stanza:
And her in jhj red. a shocked flesh of
|
lovers,
Betray all theijL.srnging where lips fall as
ashes,
,*--|
And stain the dark sky with theirfluttering

bodies.

Angels descending backwards into Hell.
That last line contains the sense of a tremendous merging of sacred and profane, where
the fire of the world, becomes also the fire of
hell. Religious imagery is frequent in Mr.
Lord's poetry, where it can add the feeling of
emotional depth and the weight of a rich
tradition, with its almost overpowering symbolism. At other times religious objects are
used for their shock effect, as in the first poem
of the book. "Testament".
Another commemorative poem is "A
Death by Carbon Monoxide" which is
notable for its control and simplicity. Its ending is poignant and all the more moving for
being understated:
/// the morning Ihey willfind her with gently closed eyelids.
Her breasts all unclogged and
Her limbs fallen in a sort of supple sanity.
Herfingers held numbly to the cold wheel.
As if driving to someplace quite familiar.
The last poem in the book. "The Meaning
of Tradition", expresses most fully the poet's
sense of his place in the world, his function
and the function of his art. It is a plea for instinctive, ancient knowledge that men once
possessed, for "The world is still entire":
.thesong.
Wailing for, yet alreadybeginning, therites
of the man.
Rehearsing the savage, we who feel this ancient world
Churn in our guts like the motions of stars.
Claudia Buckholis is a poet and editor of
Gargoyle. She also directs the Cambridge

.
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North Dallas 40
C. Patrick Manning
North Dallas Forty by Peter Gent
As the professional sports syndrome continues to absorb more and more of the
Americanentertainment dollar, all avenues of
potential exploitation are being opened, and
explored. However,sports journalism, the actual reporting of what goes on during an
athletic event, has lagged behind the giant
steps that the world upon which it comments
has taken. Most of this is theresult of a startling ineptness on the part of most sports
writers. Why is this so? Well for the most part
the writers who report and comment on
sports are gimmicky, flim-flam men in comparison to the skilled, fundamentally sound
journalists who are writing in other areas.
And for years a sports writer turning out a
piece of book length was unheard of.
The first writer -to attempt such a task was
Geroge Plimpton, a perceptive and witty
Englishman who took on the role of Walter
Mitty by attending and participating in the
Detroit football Lions summer training camp.
His book, Paper Lion, is an account of his experiences and it completely enchanted football fans throughout the country for it seemed
to satisfy their information need which had
been created by slipshod newspaper sports
coverage. The idea of a book length effort was
a novel one but it seemed to be sensible and
marketable.
Before long everybody was writing sports
books; from hack sports writersto exjocks to
crusading muckrakers. As book after book
poured off the presses, three particular genres
seemed to be distinguishable. The first was a
Stan Fishier type of biographical study in
which the life of some star athlete would be
carefully chronicled from birth to the present.
Almost all of these books were a crude exploitation of both the athleteand the reader.
The second type was made famous by former
New York Yankee pitcher Jim Bouton. Ball
Four and I'm Glad You Didn't Take It Personally). In these, thereaders are given an insider's look at the game through the eyes of a
man who played it. Sometimes the readers
are even treated to outrageous and embarrasing glimpses of their favorite athletes;
in fact, it is very much like squealing on your
friends in grammar school. The third type of
sports book is basically a self-rightous look at
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The Bible
"God in the World"
The Holy Bible
The New Scofield Reference Edition
1584pgs Oxford Press
"For God so loved the world that He gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life." John 3:16
The Bible is then most widely read, and circulated of the books which both provokes and
baffles study. This edition is the Revised King
James Version in updated English. Since
language is not static some terminology has
become archaic or obsolete, some altered,
and some have actually reversed meaning or
taken different form. "Bakemeats" is obsolete, "botch" no longer means a boil,
"minish" is archaic, today we use "restrain"
instead of "let", seventeenth century
"prevent" denoted what is meant by
"preceede" or "meet" in the twentieth century, an "apothacary" then was a perfumer
not a druggist, "spoke" is not "spake",
"music" is not "musick", and the apostrophe
is no longer employed with possessive personal pronouns: no longer do we write
"Theirs" but "Theirs"; for example.
Other features include self-pronunciation
guide, subheadings, chronology, margins,
book introductions, footnotes, covenants, dispensations are distinguished, index, concordance, and maps. Material covered is the
Hebrew texts from Genesis to Malachi (39
books) and the Greek texts from Matthew to
Revelation (27 books); making the total of 66
books into a unified whole.
Let's take a look at some of the general
observations I have found. First the Bible is
one book as from Genesis the Bible bear's
witness to'one God (whereever God speaks or
acts the total revelation is consistant), it
fornis one continuous story (the relationship
of humanity to God), it hazards the most unlikely predictions concerning the future, and.

BYPETR GENT
cumstances which have befallen so many of
the players since those days. Author Roger

Kahn received nationwide acclaim for this
book, and it was a giant step forward. Then
Dan Jenkins, a senior editor of America's
most prestigious sports magazine. Sports
Illustrated, published the first legitimatepiece
of sports fiction ever done on that level. His
Semi-Tough portrays football and many other

the seedy side of sports. This type of book is
sometimes shocking but seems to have very
littleeffect on the American illusion of sports
which is adhered to by a great majority of
fans.
While each of these genres can be entertaining, they are still a far cry from skilled
journalism and are excluded by their own
limitations from being evaluated as anything
more than simple sports writing.
Real sports journalism first raised its head
with the publication of The Boys of Summer
which is a light hearted and nostalgic look at
the Brooklyn Dodger baseball teams of the
Forties and the strange and tragic cirwhen the centuries have brought about the appointed time, records their fulfillment, it is a
progressive unfolding of truth (without the
possibility of collusion, often with centuries
between, one writer of Scripture takes up an
earlier revelation, adds to it, lays down the
pen, and in due time another man is moved by
the Holy Spirit, and another, and another,
add new details till the whole is complete),
from beginning to end it testifies to one
redemption, from the beginning to end it has

American institutions in a way that is surely
insightful, irreverent and entertaining. Coming on the heels of Roger Kahn's great
success, this book was read, appreciated, and
acclaimed nationwide.
Both of these books were fine works by excellent writers, yet there remained to be
written the first distinctively American sports
novel. The author of such a book would have
to have a tremendous insight into the game
about which he would write. He must also
possess the writing skills and the intellectual
temperment to at least make an attempt
toward a work of art. Apparently there just
wasn't anybody with all of these gifts. .and
then came Peter Gent.
When Peter Gent graduated from
Michigan State, the words Magna Cum
Laude were on his diploma; he signed a contract with the Dallas Cowboys of the
National Football League. Combining his

.

one great theme - the Person and work of
the Christ,arid these writings some sixty-six in
number, written through twenty centuries,
have produced a perfect harmony of doctrine
in progressive unfolding. This is, to every candid mind, the unanswerable proof, of the
divine inspiration of the Bible.
The Bible is a book of books as sixty-six
make up one book. There exists such unity
that each can be regarded as chapters, but
there is one side of the truth, for each of the

own natural athletic gifts with a keen insight
for the game, he quickly became one of the
premier wide receivers in pro football. His
career came to a quick ertd when a combination of injuries and what his coach called "a
severe discipline problem" made him expendable. Finally, a marijuana conviction
finished him completely. To most athletes this
would be the end of the line, but Peter Gent
took up his pen and began to chronicle and
then recreate his experiences in the game he
had once played. The result was stunning!
"I am a man who has learned that survival
is the reason of life and that fear and hatred
are theemotions. What you cannot overcome
by hatred you must fear. And everyday it is
getting harder to hate and easier to fear."
These are the words of Phil Elliot, the first
person narrator, leading character, and
Gent's alter ego in North Dallas Forty. The
plot time span of this novel is eight consecutive days through which Gent spins an incredible tale that is basically built on one
shocking incident after another. Shock and
then the reaction to it precede at an express
train rate for both Elliot and thereader until
the very end when the final shock becomes a
bit too much to take. Throughout this book
Gent is playing with our emotions, and he
does this with skillful characterization and a
sense of immediacy.
Although many of his characters seemingly
are based upon his friends and acquaintances
at Dallas, writing this book as a novel gives
Gent plenty of leeway in their development.
The type characters are particularly interesting. Gent presents us with affluent middle age jockkissers, female groupies, ruthless
front office managers, and even a big, dumb,
brutal lineman - a uniquely lifelike stature instead of merely casting them off as types.
There can be no doubt that he dealt with these
kinds of personalities throughout his career as
a player and was perceptive enough to see
what makes them tick. But Gent's greatest
asset is his being a good enough writer to get
it all down on paper.
Add to this his excellent use of description,
his knack of handling dialogue, and his skill
as a storyteller, and you have a fine novel.
This is the closest any sports novel has come
to being a work of art. Phil Elliot is very close
to being a prototype classical tragic hero.
From this novel Peter Gent has emerged as a
major writing talent. Instead of being another
jock who wrote a sports book, he is a fine
writer who just happened to play football.
The author is sports editor ofThe Heights.
sixty-six is complete in itself and has its own

theme and analysis. Genesis is a book of
beginnings, Matthew is the book of the King,
etc.

The books of the Bible fall into groups being under one theme (Christ) preparation the Hebrew texts, manifestation
the
Gospels, propagation - the Acts, explination the Epistles, and consumation - the Revelation. In other words a completeness and unity
of gradual revealing to humanity of its situation. As point of preparation, the Hebrew texts fall into the following the Law - Genesis to
Deuteronomy, History - Joshua to Esther,
Poetry and Wisdom - Job to the Song of
Solomon, and Prophecy - Isaiah to Malachi.
The Bible tells the Human story, beginning
with the creation of the Earth and the origin
of a race; the appearance of the promised
Messiah as well as the rejection, crucifixion,
resurrection and ascension; the gift of power
through the Holy Spirit to believers and the
division of the human race into three parts Jew, Gentile, and Believer; and the future of
the human race and the final triumph of
Christ.
The central theme of the Bible is Christ: As
the person of God in the flesh ( 1 Timothy
3:16). His Sacrificial death and resurrection,
which constitute the Gospel. Preceeding
Scripture leads to this, all else follows from
this. Christ is the Son of God. Son of man.
Son of Abraham. Son of David: thus binding
many books into one book. Seed of the
destroyer of Satan
* woman. He is the ultimate
and his works: Seed of Abraham, He is the
benefactor of the world: Seed of David, He is
Israel's King.
After surveying these basic aspects I must
state thai there is a lot that my imperfect
knowledge cannot grasp but there is so much
evidence that the contentions presented are
true and no concrete evidence that it is false
that I believe that the Bible is the "tech
manual for planet earth" given bv a God who
loves us so much that all have the free will
ability to associate with Him in a personal
relationship.
God bless. Michael Narktin
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spotted pioperty in nature, some with the
feathered, or some with the scaled. But these
"sensory or metaphoric comparisons"
Gablick hopes to reach "what lies beneath, in

BMyaK
r lingler

"Acting confirms things about myself.
What would I know about myself if I werenot
an actress - I don't know."
These words of Vivica Lindfors about the
process of art for the woman artist could have
also been spoken (and in fact, were spoken in
various ways) by Faith Ringgold, Suzi
Gablick and Marge Piercy as each participated in the week-long Spring Festival of
Women Artists.
First - Lindfors.
In her dramatic presentation "I Am
Woman" she does a series of thirty-six
women with the use of only a limited number
of props. Her portrayal is not impersonation.
Rather, Lindfors is distinctly herself and it is
by being at once herself and another that the
character lives again. Each woman she does is
charged by the energy radiating from this
skilled Swedish born actress who is familiar
to Broadway. Anne Frank seemed so young,
so childlike as she blurted out how she had
just received her first kiss. Bertolt Brecht's
Mother Courage is uncompromising, gutsy
and wise to the severity of life as she rouses
the people to song. Marilyn is confised as she
sorts tflrough why she is sexy and why she is
herself - "I was born and I learned to walk
and I've always walked that way." Betty
Friedan speaks of the wasted energy in a
woman which is destructive to her children,
her family and most importantly, herself. The
Vietnamese child, Thi as she addresses the
Paris Peace Conference breaks down in tears
describing how she saw her family and people
tortured and yet, has the grace to wish well
the families of all she addresses.
Vivica "I have been all of those, I am all
of those."
As the dynamic fifty-four year old actress
discusses her career and herself after the performance, nothing except perhaps her wisdom
revealed her age.
The show, she explained, was born out of
her own "dilemna as an actress and a woman,
out of not being defeated by myself. It gave
me a chance to play every part I have always
wanted to play." And now, coupled with the
women's movement the show has taken on an
even larger consciousness raising effect and
the actress feels'herself very "lucky" to be doing the show.
She spoke of the fact that "women have not
stood for a philosophy, especially between the
ages of thirty-five and fifty-five" and of how
she, "as an actress, resented having to portray
my sex as a bitch or a drunk."
Having just played to a college audience,
she was asked about the effect she felt the
show had on her peers. She answered that her
own generation has a harder time. "As they
start to understand they have to then go home
and cope."
Frequently she talked about how, on stage,
she feels a "constant connection with myself.
Everything I do has to relate to my search of
the moment." Her acting is as important to
her as anything else. "I think of it all as life."
But she talked of the cases of some where acting becomes life itself and said. "If you pay
more attention to makebelieve than life, then
you don't quite believe yourself on stage."
"The whole struggle about life is how
human can you stay. It's hard to stay
human. .If only the women's movement
could be made to look as a human thing for
everyone." Vivica sees the role of women as
having long been "pulling others with her."
Lindfors says now, "the biggest struggle in
the movement is with the self."

"

the net of relations reduced - all elements
have something in common." Thus, the surrealist apprehension comes as "any given image is reduced to abstract properties."
Many of the collage-typeworks have depth
and clearly defined spacial arrangement.
They are made up mostly of pictures and Suzi
commented "painting, for me is just a tool
where I need it to make the whole thing hold
together."

Faith Ringgold.
Faith Ringgold is a Black woman artist technique called "polyspace" which divides
whose talent is multi-faceted. She spoke of the rectangular canvas into four or more pieher art saying, "I have always done work shaped slice* hinged at the center. In each
which has reflected my consciousness at the division she will group several faces of the
time. The civil rights movement, and the total painting.
militism of the sixties, and then Black conRinggold in 72 did a large mural in a
sciousness and women's consciousness of the women's penitentiary in N.Y. state which, usseventies - all of this reflects itself in my ing polyspace depicts women doctors, priest,
work."
policemen, basketball players, etc. The exToday Ringgold feels she has "moved pressions in the faces and eyes are particularthrough feminism into something that I don't ly striking. Faith comments on how, in 72 the
really want to call humanism because I think mural did not have much meaning to many of
that kind of says T don't want to deal with the women but today it has taken on full
anything.' Rather, it deals with everything - significance. As with her Black series. Faith
sees herself as somewhat of an artist-astowards making a fuller person."
The artist sees the various movements of prophet.
the past 15 years as putting peoplein "boxes"
and Faith feels that, at present "there is a
tendency for each person to be in a box all
alone. I'm personally in a box by myself. She
then spoke of "being brought to a consciousness to live with other people together not as a superior to slave, but as two equals
and that will be the hardest thing that ever
happened."
Her paintings, masks and dolls are frequently divided into series. She showed one,
her Wedding Series and described how it
represented the "top of the pyramid" with
each person having "all their respective people with them." In talkingabout relationships
she shared that she will sometimes "fantasize
on how it would be to be with somebody and
maintain my sanity and freedom."
Many of her oil painting of the mid-sixties
uses words which are not always at first apparent. Ringgold explains. "I don't let people
get the whole message all at once. This way,
it's more lasting." An example of this
technique was the "US Postage Stamp"
Dolls made by Faith Ringgold
where 100faces were placed on a giant stamp.
Ringgold has moved from the Tibetian
Ten of these 100 were Black and the words
"Black power" were visible. It was necessary
style acrylics of the slaverape series (some of
which were in the Resident Student Lounge
to turn one's head in order to see that written
last week) to the creation of masks and
horizontally between the faces also were the
words "White power".
human-sized dolls(which were also on display
Faith told of a comical incident in the late
at BC).
sixties when David Rockerfeller wanted to
What particularly fascinates her right now
is the potential in using hat-masks for what
buy one of her paintings for the Chase
Manhattan Bank in N.Y. When Rockerfeller "she calls "situational art." This involves playvisited the gallery, he had a hard time finding
acting by two people who don these masks. In
a suitable work but at last settled on what he
her future, besides more situational art, she
sees a film and a book. Currently Faith is
thought was a plain American flag. It was
then that someone pointed out that "Die" was
working on a Harlaam series.
written in the stars and "Nigger" was in the
Of her progression she says,"I am bringing
to life what I painted before."
stripes. Needless to say, that particular painting was not purchased.
++++++
Suzi Gablick, who has known such
Many of her later paintings are organized
modern-day artists as Andy Warhol and
according to a geometrical design created by
an ancient African tribe. Faith also uses a
Robert Rauschenberg has been a long-time
friend of surrealist Magritte and has been
frequently referred to as a neo-surrealist.
Gablick, however, prefers to describe herself
as a structuralist.
The artist, who has exhibited in NY's
Guggenheim Museum has a highly intellectual philosophy behind what she does. She explains how surrealism, bu definition deals
with the unreal. Suzi admist that there is an
"almost invisible line between the unreal and
the absolutely real" but absurdist elements.
Yet, all elements in her art are drawn from
reality and it is their arrangement which gives
them the apparent surreal quality. She quoted
largely from noted anthropologist LeviStrauss. It is his "family of relationships"
between natural elements which best defines
her structuralism.
Gablick's art concerns itself with what she
describes as "analyzing and matching sets of
property of the nature of things." For example, some collage-type works deal with the

In creating, she uses a wall-sized
pasteboard where she pins collected pictures.
When she is ready to put a piece of art
together she goes through what she called
"unconscious scanning", selects pictures and
begins to arrange and paste them to a canvas.
She applies a coat of wax to each picture to
prevent rotting and avoid oil stains from
bordering paint. Thus, she describes her
works as "on one hand highly intellectualized
on the other, highly non-rational."
Suzi has found, through her work that
"relationships and patterns are the very essence of experience and it is not shape but the
internal principle of being" which is most important. Suzi has related her process to the
psychologist Gestalt's notion of coherence
and has just written her third book which
applies the concept of art to child psychologist Piaget.

+++ + + +

Noted poet, Marge Piercy has said "the
first 25 years of my life had little to offer
besides poverty, hassles, and scrabbling to

Batch

Pet r

lohn

survive. 1 worked for years in various
organizations of the New Left, before I came
into women's liberation three years ago. The
woman's movement is healing together the
various fragments of my life, my work, my
politics, my pain, giving me feedback and
constituency and often a kick in the teeth."
Piercy's writing still holds much of the
bitterness and raw emotion which these words
evidence. Her poems pull no punches, leave
nothing unsaid.
"The Man Talks, the Woman Listens"
describes a conversation: "How light I feel
says the man/Ready for business/How heavy
I feel says the woman/This must be love."
"The Token Woman" begins, "The token
woman/Is like a golden molar in a mouth."
Piercy spoke of three cases of women being
brought up from murder of a male assailant
or rapist. One poem, "For Inez Garcia" is for
one such woman.
Marge also brought up the fact that much
unrecorded history of the sixties - such as that
dealing with the leftist movements "has been
buried and destroyed." Some of her poems
are keeping it alive, in all its smouldering
pain.

Perhaps the lines which most characterize
the evening with Marge Piercy were found in
"Knight of the Sword".
Conscience is the sword weild
Conscience is the sword that runs us
through.

+++ + + +
The art ofeach of these women has at once
communicated something incrediblypowerful
about the personality of each, the woman's
movement in itself and very importantly, all
of humanity.
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Allston-Brighton Rents Driven Up By Student Demand
Nobody seems to know for sure Brighton Tenants Organization.
just how many students live in
"They (students) tire not aware of
Allston-Brighton. but most es- the magnitude of the problem."
timates hover around 12-15.000. Beecher said, "and they help it to
The majority of these students at- continue because they don't help in
tend Boston University and Boston
College. Northeastern. Harvard,
and U.Mass are also represented.
The population of the
neighborhood has settled in the last
few years at about 65.000. Some 70
percent of the area's residents rent
their homes or apartments, with
students representing 25-30 percent
of this rental population.
Student influx into the area,
which began in the early 60's and
appears to have peaked in the last
two years, has produced two major
housing problems in the private
market; high rents, and absentee
landlords.
Before the institution of effective
rent control laws in 1973, demand
for housing by well subsidized
students drove prices up and forced
many long term residents to seek
housing elsewhere in the city.
In order to maximize profits,
eager entrepreneurs snapped up all
available property, concentrating
the neighborhood'srealestate in the
hands of a few agencies. Rent control has helped to ease the problem,
but the level at which many rents
were fixed when the legislationwent
into effect was rather high in the
first place. As a result, some
landlords can be founding residing
in suburban splendor while their
buildings rot.
"The biggest housing problem in
Allston-Brighton is that so many
students are being taken by large
landlords because they see
themselves as students instead of
members of the community," said
Edward Beecher of the Allston-

its solution. It's the whole problem
of academics being divorced from
the reality of the environment in
which it takes place."
Beecher maintains that the
students in the area are a potential
base to form a strong alliance with
community members who already
see the value and need of banding
together to secure their rights.
"We see ourselves as essentially a
political organization," Beecher
said. "We first exhaust legislative
means, then, if necessary, we will try
rent withholding and rent strikes.
The first step for students in the
area who want to help is to become
aware of the housing situation, then
to act to meet it. If they do, other
residents will be happy to work with
them. We have seen it happen. They
compliment each other nicely."
Beecher invited students with
housing problems, or an interest in
learning more about the tactics of
community organizing as a response
to poor housing conditions, to contact the Tenants Organization at
787-9420.
In addition to rent control, the
city and state provide various services through which renters can
protect their interests. There is.
however, one important rule to
remember. The remedies which are
provided by housing legislation can
be very effective, but only if the
proceedures are followed religious-

from

"Allston-Brighton is a transient
area because of the shifting student
population. The result is a high
proportion of absentee landlords.
Housing is just a business for them.
They want to make as much money
as possible," said Vito Alvia of the
Boston Consumers' Council.
The problems which students
most often bring Aluia concern
reclaiming security deposits, and
how to break a lease.
"Most leases run through August
Ist," Aluia said. "Many times
students want to get out of their
leases in May so they can leave
Boston for the summer. But a lease
is a contract, and it's very hard to
break. I usually advise students to
try and sublet for the duration of the
lease.

"Security deposits are another of health code legislation, but once
matter. The laws states that a again it is important to proceed cor-

deposit must be returned within 30
days after termination of the lease
with 5 percent interest, if there are
no extenuating circumstances such
as damage to the apartment. If a
landlord fails to comply, he can be
sued for three times the amount of
the deposit."
Aluia also cautions that landlords
may claim damages to the apartment in order to keep security
deposits. He advises new tenants to
make a list of the conditions of the
apartment when they move in, have
it notarized, make two copies, and
send one by registered mail to the
landlord. It is good evidence if a dispute arises.
Remedies such as a 'repair and
deduct law' are available as a result

rectly. Good sources of information
in this regard are the Housing
Inspection Department (445-8050),
and the Boston Housing Court (742-9250). It is important to realize that
these are somewhat bureaucratic
agencies, and persistence will be
needed.
To a great degree, students are
victims of their own inaction. The
mechanisms exist to confront the
problems of high rents and disintegratingbuildings.
"Student complacency with poor
housing conditions hurts the whole
housing situation in AllstonBrighton," Beecher said. "The
remedies are there. You just have to
fight for them."

Karn

Bob

ly.

The exclusion of any single step
can result in the forfeit of the entire
remedy. When dealing with these
literature, as a part of the Women in the Arts Week
proceedures, always seek expert ad- Elizabeth Janeway spoke last Monday night on myth in
Festival.

More Letters
(continued

vice prior to any action.

page 6)

Dear Heights:
It has come to my visual attention that a
chronometer was implaced at Bapst Library
in the room off the main floor.
This is one time when I can cheer
something done by BC.
After hours and hours of looking at fellow
students wrists, (among other places)
debating whether to inquire of them the time,
if I be so bold, shuddering if they think I'm
using an opening line to try to pick them up,
or actually be friendly with them. I can know
rest in peace and, safe in the knowledge that a
clock clicks comfortingly above me, I no
longer have to disturb BC students, so hard at
their studies?
Hugh Maguire

A&S "75"
I am writing this letter both out of disgust
and a bit of hope for the near future. Once
again our pompous government has seen fit to
deceive us, hold back the truth from us and
underestimate our intelligence by "coveringup" the Kennedy Assassination.The information regarding this deceipt covers reems of
missing data, incomplete and faulty investigations, incongruous stories and dubious
logic.
From all (even though somewhat limited in
its extensiveness) the knowledge I've gained
from following the continuous revelations on
this and other atrocities involving American
Bureaucracy I am able to come to but one
conclusion: thai the CIA has willfully and
horridly murdered Pres. John F. Kennedy for
his conscious attempt to secure to the public
information that is rightfully ours. My allegation, better yet accusation, also holds for the
murders of Robert F. Kennedy and the Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Robert Kennedy, if
elected President, was intending to have a disclosure, at least to horn and Congress, of CIA
and special intelligence operations (FBI).
Proportedly Robert Kennedy was told in essence that if he didn't lay off the CIA and
FBI, they would kill him and prove it by first
assassinating Martin Luther King.
Considering our tax dollars go lo such
secret organizations it is our right lo demand
and get what we pay for and not lies, murder

and cover-ups! Whenever information is
sought through the CIA and other of these
private, tax funded, deceitful machines we get
'1 don't knows' or 'we don't have that information'i.e. autopsy reports, Kennedy's brain,
etc.

How naive do they take us for?! Of all the
bureaus in America it seems logical and obvious that an Intelligence division would have
extensive information on most topics let alone
a Presidential assassination. At this point a
few factors should be pointed out for my next
conclusion. I.) Leon Jaworski and Gerald
Ford were two of the members on the Warren
Commission. 2.) Supposedly Nelson
Rockefeller has been a main contributor to
the CIA and intelligence operations. Now,
what better way to continue a cover-up when
tensions arise regarding information then to
pacify Americans with a Presidential Commission headed by an individual who has
close ties to an organization without the
public's knowledge i.e. V.P. Rockefeller's
connections with the CIA, et. al. should be
found out conclusively and made public as established fact not left to speculation.
Otherwise, Rockefeller's heading of the committee would not only be a waste of money,
our money that is, and time but also the
grandest slap in the face since Watergate.
However, the main difference between
Watergate and deal old Murder, Inc. or No
Information Please is that it transcends party
and politics. It most drastically infringes, insults and practically destroys the Constitution
let alone any natural rights we still have.
When an individual, especially a President,
is murdered and the evidence points to conspiracy within the governmental body it is
time for the people to rise up and be heard!
This can be achieved as Rev. King advised
through non-violent direct action. If it entails
petitions, so be it! If it involves personal
letters to your representatives, I urge you, do
it! If it means peaceablygathering to address
our grievances we must, for it is our
Constitutional right to know the truth.
America in ils beginning was an ideal, a
dream, but selfless men made its inception a
reality. However, greedy and self-ambitious
men have prostituted lhat ideal which was on
its way to permanent, all-encompassing reality.

We

must

all work together to fulfill our

forefathers dream for America. We are in
steadily increasing bad times and must pull
together for each other to achieve adequate
and responsible government of the people and
to the people.
If we expect freedom to ring, if we expect
justice to be equivalent with American
Democracy and if we expect to see in the
future of society a beginning of peace we must
act NOW and TOGETHER.
Our common goal is truth and knowledge
so we cannot turn our back on it. 1984 is just
9 years away and I'm afraid that if we ignore
or remain passive on this and other issues
regarding human rights. George Orwell's
prophecy may very well become a reality. I
for one will neversee nor allow Big Brother to
become the future of mankind.
My bit of hope that I mentioned earlier is
that you will all speak out for the truth and
not remain passive sUv eep in the flocks of
American government. The time is at hand
when all people shall see it together. So,
please, for the sake of the nation do
something.
Arthur Carlock
A&S '76
P.S. For further informationregarding a petition see UGBC or Contact Assassination Information Bureau.
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Only one and onehalf issues of the
Heights left this year

The Heights wants new
people to come and work
on all of our staffs nextfall.
News, Sports, Features,
Layouts, Photo, and Copy
staffs all can use help.
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Administration Work Not His "Style"

the "EPC met 25 limes and discussed thcrcport incessantly. I told them
consulted in an\ way concerning on what grounds it would be
studio art. They did not know how written." The document came, said
many faculty would be hired, or O'Malley. from discussion with the
which faculty would be retained EPC. many faculty members, and
from Newton. They also did not other administrators.
know what courses their department
Some feel that a minimal participation by O'Malley on the Subwould be offering ne\t year. According \o Yon Hennenber. O'Malley committee for Special Programs of
made all of these decisions on his the Newton Task Force, is at least
own and did not answer any of the part of the reason for thedelay in
three letters she wrote ot him on the distinctive undergraduate
these matters. VonHennenberg said program at Newton next year. The
this week, "The moral of our program will not begin until
department has been negatively January '76. instead of September
affected. The faculty are discourag- '75. as originally planned. Donovan
ed and it is the students who are ulexplained that the move of the law
timately going to loose." school made people realize that the
The failure to establish a central special program could not be
academic advisement program has achieved by September, and
also drawn criticism to O'Malley. therefore "there was a tendency to
Such a program was one of relax on the whole thing." He
O'M alley's objectives when apsaid. "People are nervous because
pointed to the deanship, but so far, there seems to be little forward
little has been done to plan or imple- movement."
John Brennan. a student member
ment any program. Donovan said,
"I am not aware of any great improvement' in counseling. "A&S
constantly seems to be a problem
because of its size." Despite various
planning meetings to discuss the
problem Donovan said, "There is
nothing concrete lined up."
O'Malley says that "very little
has been done" on improving advisement. He explained that a
program was developed for
freshmen his first semester at BC,
but "it was faulted on mechanical
details. Time-wise, you have to have
all that stuff (advisement information) in the mail long before
and
registration,
I've
never been able to do that."
The A&S Educational Policy
Committee, which O'Malley chairs,
is, according to one of its members
"inaffective". This members claims
that "meetings have, been infrequent, follow-up nil. Attendance
on the part of the administratorshas
been poor. One of the reasons people never come is that we don't do
anything. We talk about things and
they never get done. Things he
(O'Malley) should be doing as dean
never get done."
(continued from page 81

of the subcommittee, said. "At a
The committee to work out the
crucial point in the development of details of the program is actively
the undergraduate program where chaired by English department
O'Malley's influence was essential, chairman Paul Doherly, with
O'Malley as the titular chairman.
he did not show what I felt to be sufficient interest in the program."
Caravallano commented on this apTask Force chairman Maguire pointment by saying, "Monan exercommented, "O'Malley himself cised some good foresight after the
would be the first to admit that he Studio art affair and put Doherty in
was less active on that committee." charge."
He went on to say, "At the time I
John Mahoney, a professor of
asked him lo serve he made it clear English, feels that O'Malley simply
his role would have to be that of a "has too many things to do," and
catalyst instead of one who would needs more assistance. "If he or she
be involved in the day to day ac- (the assistant) is the right person,
tivities. I expectedqualitatively"the things will clearly be better than
excellent I got. "Whethere or not I they are now." However, Mahoney
expected he would do more quanexplained that the steering comtitatively" is another matter.
mittee of the UAPC, chaired by

Donovan, suggested to O'Malley
last summer that he take on a dean
to directly assist him. but O'Malley
strongly resisted. Mahoney guessed
that O'Malley's attitude was one
that "If you're dean, you're dean."
Another faculty person commented, "if someone was doing
things for him the situation might
improve, but someqow it has never
worked. He doesn't want his name
on things that he doesn't oversee,
but he doesn't oversee anything."
O'Malley said he resisted the idea
because, "I hate the idea of putting
more money into administration."
However, he said another administrator will most likely become
a reality anyway..

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
DANIEL MELVILLE

prayer,

work,

community,
peace.

One faculty person commented
that "there has been no publicity for
the EPC. The EPC is not good this
year, but a good administrator
could have issued proposals and
easily got them through."
O'Malley himself feels that the
EPC has been "moderatley" affective. He stated. "You can't expect
the EPC to be legislating thunderbolts from the sky. We approved the
studio art major. We have been considering such issues as grade inflation, grade changes, prolongation of
the marking period, and an
American Studies program." An investigation of the minutes of these
meetings shows that the EPC has
only discussed these issues and
taken definiteaclionon noneof them,
except the studio art.
The A&S planning document for
the University Academic Planning
Councel was completed by Fr.
O'Malley long after the deadline,
and according to some, was not it
fair and complete representation of
the college. Michael Connolly,
chairman of Slavic, was on the EPC
al the lime the document was being
planned. According to Connolly,
the EPC broke up into subcommittees to work on various aspects
of the plan. The intent was that after
the subcoinmitlees had completed
iheir work, the entire EPC would
meet and draw up the report.
However, said Connolly, "We never
met. O'Malley drew it up himself
and it bears the mark of his dictaphone. There were a lot of things
the EPC wanted lo have in it. hut hetook it out of their hands.
O'Malley claims, however, that
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FOODWEEK-1975
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I
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WEDNESDAY
APRIL 16
7:00 PM - FULTON 412
?

I

?

THE BOSTON COMMON

JACK THOMAS,

-

food day April n
12:00 PM speakers, theatre, media
2:00 PM RALLY

GLOBE REPORTER

?

I "WORLD HUNGER,

FOOD THE ULTIMATE CRISIS

HARRY CHAPIN

April 17
THURSDAY
12:30
1:30
SCHOOL OF NURSING
CUSHING AUDITORIUM
01
DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET
?

?

?

twenty minute film

I

followed by

DEMONSTRATION OF ALTERNATIVE DIETS
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D S
T
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k
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?

2:30
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Dr. Norman Faramelli
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Thursday, April 17
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n«
WHAT A WOMAN CAN DO
| Kay Doherly Will share her experience in
aiding a needy farm Cooperative in Mississippi by raising 93,100.00!
?

?

I
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MIT
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I

I

I

I
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11:45 AM

Holy Cross
Dartmouth
Vale
Wellesley

Emerson
Harvard
U. Conn.
Georgetown
Columbia
Princeton
Brandeis
Vassar
and 20 other universities

?

THE GREEN (DUST BOWL)
President J. Donald Monan, S. J.
Duane Deskins, President U.G.B.C.
SENATOR DICK CLARK ?(DEM) lOWA
\u25a0"THE POLITICS OF WORLD HUNGER"

I

?

B.U.
Brown
Cornell
Williams
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visiting professor, U. Mass, Boston
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B.C. FOOD COOP
?
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?

_______
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?
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?
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Jim Halpin, S.J.
George Murphy,
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Lou Haag, MM.
Leo Shea, MM.

S.J.

I "FOOD IS ARIGHT J

|NOT A PRIVILEGE.'!
I WALK FOR HUNGER
II
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monday april 21

SUNDAY - APRIL 20

STARTING - 8:00 AM
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the boston marathon I

b.c. running for hunger
david gill, s.j.
wulrogers
bdl cherry

-

bob mitchell
torn raskork
rmke mckenna
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?
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dancing _
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SOM Faculty Oppose Change
(continued from page I)
gotten over the
paper hurdle
of getting accredited. Fisher feels
accredidation is one step in growth
that must be built on. However he
warned against "de-emphasizing"
certain areas in administrative and
academic areas.
Fisher believes that the faculty
should be consulted in administrative matters, stating, "We
can best decide how the school
operates itself."
John W. Lewis, Assistant
Professor of Organizational Studies
views the departmental system as
important, stating, "My colleagues
in this discipline,...have a strong
thread encounter; so it does make
sense to think and plan in

iSsw

cII

.1 to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept., Suite 200,

If you have been
effected by the
Housing Blacklist,
the Heights would
like to talk to you.

205 So. Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills. CA 90212.
Name
Address

City

,

Zip

State

'

Class of 19

College

ixHiLTonHoms;

organizationalplanning. There is a
good mixture of commitments
between departments in the school,
but it doesn't affect the working of
the faculty as a whole."
Lewis also stated, "There's a pretty
strong integration within the school,
our total faculty is only in the
neighborhood of fifty. I see myself
pretty strongly as a member of both
(the department and the
school)...There's a pretty strong
spirit of collegiality between the
School of Management."
Arthur L. Glynn, Professor of
Accounting and Dept. Chairperson,
also supports the departmental
system, stating, "It's traditionalfor
all schools of managements to have
an accounting of marketing
department...it's a sound way of
supervising faculty in various disciplines."

1

Balch
Pet r

John

Prof. Dal Fisher

"IT IS A FINE FILM;
Chairman ArthurGlynn, Accounting

Now available in low-priced
Pockety Book editions

pretense,
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THE TEACHINGS OF DON JUAN
A SEPARATE REALITY
JOURNEY TO IXTLAN
three magnificent works by

Carlos
Castaneda
author of

TALES OF POWER
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and by Book World as
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THE SNAKE & APPLE
wants you
to check our
specials, eat our subs, try
our pizza, devour our fresh
pastries, delight in our deli
favorites,
?

LIKED ONE SONG
BY JAN IS EVEN
IFYOUNEVER
LIKED HER,
SEE IT."
-RalphJ.Gleason,
the rollingstone
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Placement Center Activity
Down, Recession Blamed
By Jack Shea
John E. Steele director of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center at BC stated last week that
"the college recruiting program is
down by 10-12 percent this year
compared to last." Steele said
"employers are not coming through
with sufficient job offers, those
employers who generallygive two or
three job offers for one job now only
give one offer per job." The companies can now afford to be more
selective in picking applicants due to
the lagging economy, Steele said,
pointing out that "the employers are
giving the offers to those individuals
showing the greatest interest."
"The current economic situation
has enhanced the development of
the Career Placement concept by
putting the spotlight on us," Steele
said. Steele, who came to BC in
August and had formerly worked at
Harvard Business School and Ohio
State University, says he is confident that his overhaul of the Placement Center will be successful.
Among the programs introduced
by Steele are Career Workshops
which are designed to meet the
needs of specific groups on campus
such as last week's Career
Workshop for Undergraduate
Women. The topics covered included, "A Career and a Family,"
"Resume Planning and Construction," and several guest speakers
from a variety of non-traditional
fields.
Other programs offered by the
Center include Group Meetings for
undergraduates, Job Seminars for
Alumni, and Individual counseling
and jobplacement for both students
and alumni. Steele stated that in
response to a request from theSOM
faculty, he will be teaching a course
next fall entitled "Career Planning." Steele believes career planning to be very beneficial, for "once

This is
an empty box.

Catagories:
I.
II.
HI.
IV.
V.

a student gets in the habit of taking
inventory for himself, he has less
chance of getting lost along the

way."
Steele said that his goal is to
"give each student a time table to
work with stressing why you as an
individual must set your own values
and ambitions in life if you are to
control your own destiny."
According to Steele, "The sole
reason for the establishment of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center is to assist students in the
process of career development,
career decisions, and to facilitate
jobopportunitiesfor Alumni as well
as recent graduates."
The Career Planning and Placement Center has recently published
an Information Leaflet explaining
the Centers policies, registration
procedures and a listing of services
available at the Center. Anyone interested in obtaining any further information on career planning or
wishing to set up a personal interview is invited to stop by the Center
at 36 College road.

ENGLISH MAJORS
You may nominate
yourself to be a candidate for English
Department Student
Representative by signing up in Carney 446
|
sometime this week.
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4-person apartment units (Reservoir, Hillside, Kilsyth Rd.)
6-person apartment units (Hillside, Modulars, and Cleveland Circle)
2, 3, and 5-person apartment units(Kilsyth Rd. and Cleveland Circle)
Upper Campus
South Street, Newton College Campus

Schedule (Lotteries and Room Selections Only)

.

Category
DATE
Mon. Apr. 14 I
Mon. Apr. 15 I
Wed. Apr. 16
II
Thur. Apr. 17 II
III
Fri.Apr. 18
III
Tues. Apr. 22* IV
IV
Wed Apr. 23
V
Thur. Apr. 24 V

ACTIVITY
Lottery

TIME
4:30 pm
10:30pm
5:30 pm
10:00pm
9:00 am
5:00 pm
5:30pm?10:00pm
1:00 pm?4:00 pm
4:30 pm 5:30 pm
9:00 am 2 pm
7:00 pm?10 pm
10:00 pm 4:00 pm
5:30 pm?10:00 pm
?

Room Selection
Lottery
Room Selection
Lottery
Room Selection
Lottery
Room Selection
Lottery

?

?

?

?

?

Room Selection

PLACE
Rathskellar
Resident Student Lounge, McElroy
Hillside A Lounge
McHugh Forum
Hillside A Lounge
Hillside A Lounge
Hillside A Lounge
Resident Student Lounge, McElroy
Hillside A Lounge
Hillside A Lounge

These are revised dates due to holiday.

I- I
?

[J|

|%i>w}
IfSCJ
lsj§

Pa ndora's Box.

Don Emiliotequila
ar| d pineapple juice.

Serendipitous!

S.O.M. Honors Program
presents

The Loyola Lecture Series
FEATURING

Arthur Schlesinger Jr.
The Heights
wants to giveyou
an opportunity
to be creative.
Come camping this
summer at CRANBERRY ACRES in
beautiful Martha's

Vineyard.

Bring all

your friends and stay
for just a weekend or
the whole summer.
call for
Open now
or
reservations
write:
693-2524 or
Cranberry Acres
General Delivery
Vineyard Haven,
.?---\u25a0
Ma.
?

I

special assistant to John F. Kennedy
Pulitzer Prize in History
Author

"The Future of the President
Question and answer period follows.
Sponsoredby U.G.B.C.

Roberts Center
Bpm
Wednesday April 16
Public Invited
|_|^^^

Admission Free

mmm^^^^m^mm^^mmmmmmmmm
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COMMUNICA TION
COMMITTEE
SPONSORS A
TOWN MEETING
APRIL 15 8:00 pm
O'Connell Hall
UGBCofficers
will be there to
hear YOUR ideas and
directions for next year.
If you don't speak
it may never be said.
wine and cheese
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Recplex Addition To Be Ready In October, Cost 1.3 Million
by Allan Cohen

Financial troubles might have
struck Massachusetts, but they
seem to have avoided BC More expansion is underway, and again the
focus is on the lower campus. This
times it's the sports complex and a
1.3 million dollar addition.
The complex addition starts
where the current lobby is located.
The new wing will extend towards
the Resevoir dorms approximately
330 feet with a width of 130 feet.
Until this winter the land on the east
side of the complex was a fenced in
area where the track team's weight
men could practice, and a dirt field
desinated as a soccer and lacrosse
practice field.
In an interview with the Heights,
Gene Uchaz Director of the Sports
Complex and lacrosse coach, spoke
of the proposed details of the new
structure. Uchaz sketched the plans
which include four tennis courts, a
"Multi-purpose" area, four handball courts, one squash court all with
a new synthetic floor, and a new lobby. While explaining the proposed
plans, Uchaz admitted, "We have
areas that we are not sure yet what
we are going to do with. We may
make a cafeteria; we may have a
weightlifting room."
The multi-purpose area will be
the size of 1 *A tennis courts with netting to stop errant tennis balls.
Gymnastics, modern dance, wrestling, judo and exercising are the activities reserved for this section.
The new wine will have extra

details. An observation deck will be
constructed over the back wall of
the handball courts similar to the
observation deck in the present
complex From the deck, students
will have a full view of the building.
A new vestibule with two sets of
double doors will be constructed.
This lobby will be larger than the
existing structure. A new equipment
cage, storage rooms, and offices for
the complex staff will be located at
the far end of the lobby. The final
lay-out for the offices and storage
rooms has not been drawn. "Each
time I see Athletic Director, Bill
Flynn, I see new plans," stated
Uchaz.
Students questioning the need for
a million dollar complex addition
should attempt reserving a tennis
court some day. Uchaz reminded
the Heights,"we average over II,000 students per week during the
winter. That figure is expected to
rise with BC expanding and more
Newton students coming to the
complex. And with the Resevoir
dorms so close, more students will
have easy access to the complex."
Construction for the new complex
is already underway. Uchaz explained the ease in building the new section, "it is already made up. All
that's needed is to fit the pieces
together."
The projection date for completion is October, just six months
from the starter's gun.
Handball, anyone?

Joe Dray, BC's best point getter in field events gets set to throw the discus. The BC Track Team will
host the BC relays this Friday and Saturday.

Baseball Team Splits Four Games
by Ken

Tennis

swing' into season this week.

Tennis Swings In Season
Blake Godbout
How does on conjure acute
opener for a team, who has been
practicing since autumn, for a mere
five week season? Literally nothing
is said in my Mike Meehan's "10,000 Cliches: A Sports Writer's
Bible". Yet, it's that time once
again for Boston College Tennis to
begin its fourth annual trek up victory lane.
However, things will not be as
easy; inevitable graudation has
taken a heavy toll on this year's
squad. Departing went the "Famous
Three" (Bassett, Correa, and
Florescu), leaving behind a 16-1
record and third place in the New
England Tournament. "Last year
we were relatively unknown and we
took them by surprise. This year
each team is nsvched for us. To
by

Tufts we are the make it or break it
match of the year", sighs Coach
Mike McDonald. Their legend
looms large on the courts of
collegiate New England.
This year's squad is predominately freshmen, with four of the starting nine slots belonging to them.
Yearlings this season are Jon
Morris (who defeated an old buddy
of mine, David Kovacs of Tufts, last
Thursday), Kevin Naylor(noted for
his aggressiveplay and hailing from
Hyannis), John Voloshin and Biff
Fairclough. All here, none on
scholarship, and all extremely
proficient al the art of tennis.
Top player on the squad is Chris
Whitney. If you have ever cruised
through the complex at 7:30 am.
he's the rather tall, blonde ten(continued on page s-3 1

Rivertz

The Boston College baseball
team had an action-packed four
game slate last week and came away
with two wins and two defeats. The
setbacks came at the hands of a couple of the best teams in New
England, Harvard and Providence.
Last Tuesday afternoon at
Soldiers Field in Cambridge, Harvard had all they could handle with
BC before scoring a run in the bottom of the ninth inning to edge the
Eagles, 6-5.
BC surprised the hundred or so
fans in attendance as they stayed
with the heavily-favored Crimson
throughout the game. If it weren't
for a couple of costly errors committed by the usually reliable Eagle
infield, which gave Harvard four unearned runs, BC would have had the
victory.
The Crimson broke on top in the
second inning with two runs as they
combined an error, a walk and a
double for their 2-0 lead. BC came
right back to take a 3-2 edgeon runscoring singles by Paul O'Neill, Al
Bassignani, and an error on a
ground ball hit by Tom Songin.
However, Harvard scored three
more times in the third inning to
take a 5-3 lead.
Following the three Crimson runs
Eagle starting pitcher Ron Luongo
settled down very nicely and allowed
only one more hit through the
eighth inning. In the meantime BC
reached Harvard pitcher Don
Dirscoll for single runs in the fourth
and fifth innings to deadlock the
game at 5-5 which it remained until
the ninth inning.
In the ninth, Bill Ruane replaced
Luongo, who struck out five batters
in his eight innings. Bill, more accustomed to starting, was plagued
by wildness and walked two of the
first three Crimson batters he faced.

With men on first and second and
one out, he gave up a single to Tom
Lynch and Harvard had their one
run victory.
It was a very tough loss for the
Eagles as they outhit Harvard and
generally looked every bit as good
as the highly-respected Crimson.
The first home game of the
season was last Friday as BC
rebounded to shut Northeastern out
3-0. Senior righthander Bill Ruane
started and pitched a superb game
as he limited the Huskies to three
scattered hits. He was in control
throughout the contest and struck
out four while walking only three.
Sophomore Tom Songin scored
the only run Ruane would need as
he scored from second base on a
single by second baseman Jack
Nealon.
Leftfielder Al Bassignani belted
his first homerun of the season in
the sixth inning to right field for the
Eagles second run and the final tally
came in the eighth on aggressive
baserunning by freshman Steve
Votolato. Steve was on thrid with
one out and when Paul O'Neill hit a
fly ball to centerfield he attempted
to score on the play. He reached
home plate at the same time theball
did, and he proceeded to bowl over
the catcher, knocking the ball loose
and recording the run.
It was another good game for BC
defensively as they didn't commit an
error and reeled off two double
plays.
With a 2-1 record, BC travelledto
Pawtucket's McCoy Stadium to
face the Providence Friars in a
Satruday afternoon doubleheader.
In the first game, the Eagles encountered one of the best pitchers in
New England baseball circles, Phil
Welch, and lost 2-0. Welch mowed
the BC batters down and if Mike
Reynolds hadn't hit a single hit he

third inning of the seventh inning
game, he would have had a perfect
game. Welch struck out eight
Eagles,and went to a three ball
count only once in the game as his
control was perfect.
Len Burke, who did the pitching
for BC deserves credit for the excellent job he did against the Friars.
Len alfowied onlyTout hits but unfortunately two, of them were
gopher balls, one each to Steve Rose
and Ted Barrette. He alsorecorded
six strikeouts.
'.
well
pitched
enough to win
Burke
easily, but on this day, his counterpart, Welch, was that much more

,

,

effective,-.

The second game of the twinbill
was almost a complete turnaround
from the masterpiece thrown by
Welch in the opener.
A most opportune grand-slam
homerun by Harry Ohanesian,
clutch pitching by Larry Moran and
Jinv Banahan.plus 15 walks issued
by three PC ptichers enabled the
Eagles to pull out a 9-5 win and a
split of the doubleheader.
BC finally got on the scoreboard
in the first inning as Steve Johnson
walked, stole second and scored on
two consecutive wild pitches.
With Larry Moran, a
righthander, pitching, the Friars
took a 2-1 lead in the second inning.
The score stood that way until the
fifth inning when Harry Ohanesian
doubled, Greg Stewart doubled in
one run, and Tom Songin singled in
another run as the Eagles led 3-2.
BC scored twice more in the sixth
to go up 5-2 when Friar pitcher Rich
Ryan couldn't find home plate and
walked home two runs. Frosh Jim
Banahan was seeing his first varisty
action for BC when PC came back
in their half of the sixth and cut the
Boston College lead to 5-4.
(continued on page S-3)
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Jim rengrove

Keith Francis
Only through unending hours of training and determination can any
national achievement be accomplished. Television has well informed us that
only through grueling trials and repeated agony will any sports success byattained. A recent sport feature spent lime with Olympic hopeful Steve
Prefontaine and his quest to be the best in Montreal. You have to train hard
and sacrifice enough to reach such a level. Prefontaine is attempting a soulsearching comeback, not unlike the one Jim Ryun attempted. An\ track
star will tell you of the relentless struggle to achieve and reaching it is the
greatest possible self-satisfaction. It's their area of complete concentration,
to many, their entire life. Except Keith.
Keith Francis is a junior at BC and we finally have our own Olympic
hopeful. This, of course, supports the notion that track must be a determining factor in Keith's lifestyle, present plans and future. Well lifestyle of
course, present plans, to a point and future, probably not. The age of the
professional athlete may be reaching its peak, the "agony of defeat and
thrill of victory" may be an amateur'slife and death, but to Keith, track is
for the moment.
Keith played basketball during high school, well enough to consider it in
college. Ifyou play either football or basketball, what better way lo stay in
shape than the spring sports. If you're like most people and can't hil a curve
25% of the time, you always have track. For Keith, track was always secondary, as good as he was.
Good enough to get BC to spring a few tuition bucks in his direction. According to a few times and records, he has turned out to be a wise investment. But why BC? Why not one of several big track factories down South
or out West?
"I came to BC for an education, that's my primary concern. If 1 knew
back then that I would accomplish what I have, I would've still come here."
In modern day circles, where more people are taking college as seriously
as Ali took Wepner, Keith Francis is a student. Nice to meet someone half
way serious about life. It's not school and track, it's school then track, a bit
of departure for many student atheletes. He has gotten here because of
track, but he's leaving with intentions towards a Masters in Special Ed.
Which leaves track where ?
"In my frame of mind at this moment, I have no intentionsof continuing
track after graduation, should reach my physical peak next year, right
along with my senior year and the Olympics. It's an ideal situation. That's
what I'm aiming for now."
After his freshman year, Keith realized basketball was out the window
and track might as well stay in. Enough people told him what he was
all the places he'd get to see. why not? Track it
capable of achieving and
is.
Keith's Vi mile success has gotten him all over the nation with international meets coming up in the summer. His greatest achievement to date
came a few months back when he captured the NCAA Indoor thousand
yard run in Detroit.
"When you're invited to different national meets, you see the same competition. In Detroit, I took a look at the field, all of whom I had seen before
and was confident that I could win."
With a second in the nationals last year and a first this year indoors.
Keith seems to be the choice for the NCAA Outdoor meet in June at BYU.
So while BC's #1 track sensation sees the world on his efforts. Numbers 2
and down go nowhere.
"The rest of the team doesn't receive the support I do. I have no problem
being invited to any meet and having transportation provided, but there is
talent on this team that might be a tenth of a second behind me and they just
don't get the recognition. Our indoor team was 9-2 and we feel we could be
the best in New England. People here have placed high in Eastern competition, but the AA won't go beyond me to give good support. Our team has
been invited to relays all along the East down to Florida, but we just can't
get the money to go. I feel BC has by far the best indoor-outdoorfacilities in
the East. With more financial support we could be considered nationally,
exposing all the talent we really have. Not enough attention is beingpaid to
the smaller sports."
It's an endless argument which is receiving increased support. But for
now it's only Keith who's going places.
Majoring in Special Education, Keith encourages kids to participate in
sports and would even consider coaching a track team. He has given enough
talks to area schools to support his interests. Since track is in his present
plans, he's just as determined to excel in that direction hopefully with a final
stop in Montreal. But Keith has been at it long enough and it must be getting easier?
"No, it never gets any easier."

Editor
Charley Manning
Senior Staff
Mike Meehan Jim Trengrove
Blake Godbout Dave Minor
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Keith Francis leads in last week's mileagrinst BU.

Trackmen Waltz to First Victory
Michael Del Sole
Euphoria on Wings! So might it
be to describe the Eagle's first track
meet. Unfortunately, this romantic
flight would lead us away from the
truth. Last Tuesday's meet against
Boston University was far from impressive.
Sincesnow smothered the team's
first scheduled meet against UMass,
Amherst and BU the previous
Saturday, the team ran BU alone,
yawning their way to an unimpressive 109-44 victory. BU's
strongest performers proved to be in
the stands, where Terrier fans outnumbered the hapless Eagles 21-9.
But this was to be expected, and the
highly partisan BU crowd had little
to cheer about.
BC swept the shot, hammer, discus, long jump and pole vault, as
well as winning the other two field
events, the javelin and high jump.
Joe Dray took the shot and
hammer, freshman Mike Woicik
the discus, and. Bill Mahoney the
javelin.Kerry Leppo lept to victory
in the high jump and the triple jump,
while Manny Myers soared to a win
in the long jump. John Mulroy captured the pole vault to wrap up the
field events, giving the runners a 55-14 lead.
This meet was taken more as a
workout than as a meet, as no one
considered BU to be a threat. It was
early in the season, and the team
by

was unprepared to perform up to

prominent relay meets (such as the

Perm Relays) and the upcoming
championship meets. This year BC
stands as a reasonable favorite to
win the team title.
The relays emphasize track as a

team sport, with only five individual
events, as compared with fifteen
relays. This year All-Americans dot
the field, led by (who else?) Keith
Francis.
They
include
Northeastern's Boris Djerassi and
Holy Cross' Dave Morisson in the
hammer, the Crusjder's Fred Rom
in the high jump,' and former AllAmerican miler Art Dulong, now
running longer distances with the
Greater Boston Track Club. The
rest of the field provides excellent
competition in every event, with
eight of the top ten New England
teams present (only Harvard and
UConn declined). As a new feature,
this year's meet will include four
high school events - the mile, 440,
mile relay,and 100.The meet should
proves as exciting as a spectator
sport can be, the action being fastpaced and hectic. If for no other
reason, it might be fun to watch the
confusion, as everyone tries to
figure out what's going on. So come
on down and spend a sunny afternoon at Alumni Stadium. The
Decathlon runs Thursday and Friday afternoons, starting at 2pm the
Relays last all day Saturday, starting at 10:30.

Billy Collins Elected Captain
Junior Billy Collins has been
elected captain of next year's
Boston College Basketball team.

James Macintosh Ray Julian

BC Relays

Michael lanzito

Saturday

Leo Banks

Jim McDonough

April 19

Ken Rivetz

Compton Spain

Allan Cohen

their capabilities. The track events
were uneventful; the football team,
the german measles, and other
absences took the punch out of the
running attack. Led by no one, the
runners waltzed to a 54-30 victory,
making the final score 109-44. The
440 yard relay team of Kerry Leppo, Manny Myers, Jack Fitzmaurice and Phil Hazard ran a
respectable 42.5. Phil also won the
100 and 220 yard dahses in 9.8 and
22.1. JimCapezzuro logged a 14:30
in winning the three mile. .BC also
won the 440 (Bill Charland ) half
mile (Leo Vercollone,), and the mile
relay team of Andy Collins, Gary
Emond and Keith Francis won a
highly competitive mile relay. Their
one fifth of a second triumph came
at the expense of a second BC mile
relay team, of Bill Mahoney, Tom
Collins, Sal Trovato, and Bill
Charland.
The meet was uneventful for
another reason beside the fact that
BU is always taken with so many
grains of salt. That famous mental,
edge was missing, the team looking
forward to the Boston College
Relays this Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Quality performers aside,
it resembles a canival, and this,
thetenth edition appears to be no exception. Seven hundred brightly
costumed collegians travel from all
over New England, hoping to win
New England acclaim and post
qualifying times for the more

10:30 -?

The 6-9 Collins was the Eagles
leading rebounder and most consistent player during last season. He
especially came into his own near
the end of last season when center
Paul Berwanger injured his foot and
Collins was forced to move from
forward to center. Billy is an extremely quick big man and he
suddenly became more effective
playing agsint larger but slower opponents. Billy Collins has an outstanding attitude and this combined
with his excellent leadership
capabilities almost insures that he
will be a fine captain.
At the recent Varsity Basketball
Awards Dinner Collins was named

Co-MVP of last season's team.
Junior Bobby Carrington earned the
other half of that MVP Award by
leading the team in scoring and
developing his all around game to
the point where he'll be a solid allamerican candidate next season.
Other players receiving awards
were Mcl Weldon, who was voted
the team's outstanding defensive
player. Mcl is the only starting
player that the team will be losing to
graduation this year. His quickness
and hustle will be sorely missed.
Junior Wil Morrison received the
Unsung Hero Award and senior
Mitch Buonaguro was chosen outstanding scholar athlete
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Witches, Wizards and Wooden
by Leo Banks
will to take an event like this out of and secretly eveyone knew it.
Company was expected at the the crazy confines of everyone'simThe play of David Myers and
San Diego Sports Arena so the agination and make it reality. Rich Washington were works of art
lights were turned on early and the Someone very big and mighty, to enjoy for their own aesthetic
whole dreamland scenario came to someone who has the ways worth. If you had seen them perlife. It was as if someone had raised "andmeans to control the actions of form before you knew what to exa curtain and yelled action.
mortal men, someone who cares pect. It was a big game and they
For anyone who believes in the about the fate of collegiate sport were going to be great. It's that simpower of the human spirit there was conspired with destiny to arrange ple.
never really much doubt. It almost every item from the place and time
But perhaps a greater testimony
seemed like Bogdanovich. and to the teams and the outcome. to the power of a winning tradition

Houston and Cappola planned it to
the last detail and nothing anyone
could do would change it. The game
was in the bag. The Bruins of
UCLA would win.
But it was clear that no human
being could possess the power and

Baseball Splits

Whoever or whatever it was, from
whichever galaxy or dimension,
made certain that we saw the best
basketball played anywhere, at any
time.
The dashing of Indianna's hopes
by three 82 inch freshman and an all
American named Grevey
resurrected the ghost of Adolph
Rupp from the record books and
brought a new-old monster to the
top of the basketball heap. They
were all wild cats who made a lot of
people dance on the way to California.
For UCLA it was a team of
talented and game jumping jacks
from Louisville who wanted it so
badly and played so hard but eventually, inevitably you knew, they
knew, we all knew that John
Wooden would prevail. It was evident down the stretch in the sizzling
aggressiveness of Myers and the
cool brilliance of Rich Washington
that Uclas self-assured identification with the word champion would
hold court.
In the interim, the stage was set
for the final act when John Wooden
announced he would end his
coaching career on that Monday
night. A victory would be nice.
The big, beautiful palace was filled with the loyal subjects of the
greatest college empire in history
and from the emotional standing
ovation for Wooden and the introduction of the players to the
opening tap, it was a flight of fantasy built by someone or something
with extraordinary vision. It was
perfect.
And when throughout the hard
dought contest the announcers picked up on the aggressive play of Kentucky and their strong bench that
would eventually wear down the
tired, dragging five of UCLA you
just had to smile. It couldn't happen

(continued from S-l)
The Friars tied the score in the
seventh to send the game in to extra
innings but not before B 1" fans were
given mild heart attacks. Providence
had men on second and third with
one out as the man on thrid signified
the winning run. John Schiffner
then smashed a low linedrive which
was labeled as the game-winning
hit. However, BC second baseman
Jack Nealon made a super catch
less than a foot off the ground and
easily turned the catch into an innning ending double play. The teams
battled through ascoreless eighth inning and BC's Harry "O" came up
with the bases loaded in the ninth inning. With the count I and 0 he
creamed a waist high fast ball and
sent it 350 feet over the fence in leftcenter field. He was swarmed by his
ecstatic teammates at home plate
and the Eagles had a very important
split of the doubleheader.
Banahan showed tremedous poise
for a freshman as he pitched very
well in recording the win in his initial appearance.

This is the way the Eagles Sailors looked Sunday in the McMillian Cup
Elimination at Buzzard's Bay. Coast Guard and Yale lost out to the BC
crew, as Ray Julian, Mike Carpenter, Tom Donnelly, and Joe O'Hayer
sailed the groove to make everything happen. Coach Tom Kivney called the
regatta, "the team's greatest victory." as the winning combination moves
RC into New England's top 5.

Racketeers Ready to Run Ragged
(Coninued from

S-l)

first name basis. Afte- a match, it' s es from their women couter-parts!

nisman. engaged in a terrific match. down to the "No-Name", for some You tennis fanatics are missing a
Right on his heels is #2 Tom Matia rehashing and good food, yet, midst good time. Instead of limiting

from Shaker Heights. O-hi-o. Third
man is caplian Tom Harty, sole
senior and the first to meet the new
ly arrived coach, some four years
past. Returning is also freshmen
sensation John Nevares. John complied a brillant 15-1 singles record in
season '73-74. "Nothing like setting
high goals for yourself right from
the start," murmured Clive (an old
Tennis buddy of mine). Rounding
out the group is Bill Griffin. My
highly confidential intelligence
report says, "he's coming on; with
his roots found in platform tennis.
For the record, this is not the group
who projected a 9-2 season for the
'75 Football Eagles.
If I had to choose two words, informality and didligence. would perform admirably. The team is small,
with each player, conversing on a

this casual atmosphere, they are all
hard working. It's a prerequisite,
natural instinct for every member
who plays tennis at Boston College.
There exists a sense of reality. If
tennis is taking up crucial study
time, and he is falling behind, a
leave of absence is allowed. When
asked about pre-season expectations, Jack McDonald
emphasized,"We attempt to keep as
low a profile as possible.Publicity is
due when it is merited." In hindsight, how many eagle contenders
have met pre-mature end on the
rockes of "hyper-confiditis?" "Too
many." to say the least !
Though the team has maintained
a tradition of excellence, (seasons of
8-4, 15-5, and 15-1 progressively)
attendence at the matchesare small,
n fact, the majority of support, com-

yourself to the "tube-tennis" syndrome, why not try the real thing?
You'll never forgive yourself and
either will I!

.

and the self-confidence it breeds was
the play of Trgovich, Drollinger and
MacCarter. Each came through
with the biggest games of their
careers at just the right moment.
But I suppose that is the stuff that
makes UCLA.
More than these two factors and
in its own right more fascinating to
watch was the maniacal, computerlike beauty of the Wooden coaching
machine. It too was a work of at.
Wooden's direction this night was
as much a drain on the psychological high of the yound Kentucky team as it was a positive impetus to his own club. He boldly
brought the play right to the heart
of the Kentucky team. He put Rich
Washington on Kevin Grevey placing the two best on the court in a
head to head duel. He pushed his
club quickly up the floor led by Andre MacCarter realizing the opposition had a much better bench and
could counter with fresh and
talented bodies. And finally he
applied the fatal pressure to Kentucky's juggular by substituting a
rested Marques Johnson with ten
minutes to play. Wooden coached
with devastating assurance, wisdom
and leadership and his presence was
a force more-potent than any combination of kids from the Blue grass
country.

So in the end when the lights were
turned out at the San Diego Sports
Arena the gods were happy and
John Wooden had his final championship. For the fans, the
memories will always be there,
perhaps in time a little dusty and
fogged or covered with the successes
of new heroes from a new time, but
never will this man from Westwood
by overshadowed.
The sun has never set on John
Wooden's basketball empire. And it
never will.

1
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GRADUATING SENIORS

SPECIAL SEASON FOOTBALL TICKET OFFER
6 home games including Notre Dame for $23.00
(limit of 2 tickets per senior
ID cards must be presented when ordering tickets
?

?

?

Regular Student Season Tickets Still Available at
Roberts Center Ticket Office
6 games

?

$10

1 season ticket per student

Buy your tickets now

?

?

ID card must be presented when ordering tickets

they may not be available in September!
V

1975 BC HOME SCHEDULE

Sept. 13
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Nov. 1
Nov. 22

Notre Dame (Schaefer Stadium)
Villanova
Tulane
Navy
Miami
Massachusetts (Homecoming)

BCAA TICKET OFFICE in Roberts Center Open Daily 9 am

?

4:30 pm

Heights Spurts acknow ledges and is grateful lo the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for the financial support Blue
C hips makes available to an expjnded Height* Spuria
Alumni and firends of Boston College athletics arc welcome lo join the Blue Chip: Cluh For further information please
call the Athletic Office. Roberts Center. 969-0100. extension 3RO or 381

HEIGHTS SPORTS

April 14, 1975

1 in the
beer capital
of the world.
#

For years we've been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue Ribbon
is the overwhelming favorite.
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1974

CANS

1975

PABST

53% 48% 42%

1975

Bj

1973

46% 46% 43%

BRAND 2

10%

9%

11%

7%

BRAND 3

8%

7%

8%

5%

BRAND 4

6%

9%

10%

BRAND 2

12%

11%

18%

BRAND 3
BRAND 4

5%

5%

5%

5%

SOURCE: Milwaukee Journal Consumer Analysis

PABST

1974
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More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other
city in the world. So to be the #1 selling beer in
Milwaukee means you've got to be brewing the
best beer money can buy.

_????.

And Pabst must be doing just that. Look at
the charts. Blue Ribbon accounts for more
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee. It outsells the next brand nearly five to one.

-

That's why we feel we've earned the right to
challenge any beer. So here's the Pabst challenge:
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon
with the beer you're drinking and learn
what Pabst qualitY in beer is a" aboutBut dont take our word for jt Taste our

aZfJ+T&L
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word for [t

PABST Since 1844.The qualityhas always come through.
PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, 111., Newark, N.J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
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